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Spin-based electronics, or spintronics, represents a new paradigm for future electronics.
Its central theme is the active manipulation of the spin of electrons in materials, in ad-
dition to their charges. The potential applications and ultimate goals of spintronics are
to build spin-based transistors that would replace conventional transistors in integrated
logic circuits and memory devices, which are used in future spin-electronic products,
such as computer-chips, television, fax machines, cell phones, and hard disks etc. Spin-
tronics devices are even more exciting because they are eco-friendly devices which con-
sume less energy and produce less heat. Spintronic devices promise to be smaller, faster
and far more versatile than today’s electronic devices. However, the big challenge for
realizing spintronics is to find the right materials to efficiently generate spin-polarized
current. In this thesis, I focused on the investigation of the physical properties of ma-
terials for spintronics and prediction of new materials using first-principles electronic
structure calculation methods. Several breakthroughs have been made in predicting a
new class of spintronic materials and in providing deep physical insights in the mecha-
nism for their applications in spintronics.
1. 3D inorganic spintronics
v
The simplest and most efficient method to synthesize spintronic materials is to dope
3d magnetic elements, such as Fe, Co, and Ni into semiconductor hosts, such as ZnO
and GaN. These doped semiconductors are referred to as diluted magnetic semiconduc-
tors (DMSs). Despite the large effort and the fact that many DMSs have been found to
display ferromagnetism, some experimental and theoretical studies reported strong ev-
idence in the formation of doped magnetic element clusters. This suggests an extrinsic
magnetic behavior which is unsuitable for technological applications. Many problems
remain to be solved before they can be adopted into industry applications.
For the first time, we proposed a new class DMSs which bypass the magnetic contami-
nation of the doped magnetic elements. Collaborating with some experimental groups,
we proved our predictions experimently. Moreover, we went beyond traditional theories
and proposed a whole new physical mechanism for this type of DMSs. These break-
throughs in the DMSs overcome the big challenge encountered by current research on
DMSs both from material and theoretical aspects. It paves a new way for the research in
the application of spintronics.
2. 1D organic spintronics
Recently, a new and promising research field of spintronics is organic spintronics. Or-
ganic materials are applied to mediate or control a spin-polarized signal. The advan-
tageous features of organic spintronics are their low-density, flexibility, transparency,
processability and novel functionalities. However, mechanism is more complicated. Be-
fore realistic applications can be achieved, more experimental and theoretical works are
needed to understand the mechanism of spin-injection and spin-transport. The latest
breakthrough of organic spintronics is the discovery of graphene, a two-dimensional
vi
atomic layer containing an infinite number of organic rings, and the half-metallic prop-
erty of the zig-zag edged graphene nanoribbons (GNRs). It is therefore crucial to under-
stand the spin-electron transport properties of such organic materials before this concept
can be used for applications.
Based on ab initio calculations, we studied the spin-electron transport of zig-zag graphene
nanoribbon-based materials and obtained some very interesting results, and some of
these results were discovered for the very first time. Our study on transport proper-
ties of linear carbon-chain revealed a very interesting spin-dependent transport of linear
carbon-chain on graphene electrodes. These interesting transport properties are robust
against residual groups except oxygen atoms which reduce the conductance of the car-
bon chain-GNR junctions. Perfect spin-filter and spin-valve effects are predicted si-
multaneously to hold in a single GNR-based field-effect transistor (FET). These results
resolve a long-standing puzzle of unexpectedly low conductance in chemically synthe-
sized GNRs and carved out carbon chains from graphene.
3. 3D and 1D hybrid inorganic-organic spintronics
Utilizing the merits of inorganic and organic spintronics, some hybrid inorganic-organic
materials are investigated by researchers for the application of spintronics. Two kinds
(bulk and nano) of hybrid inorganic-organic materials are studied in this thesis:
3.1. 3D metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
MOFs, consisting of inorganic metal-oxide clusters linked with organic chains, have
a porous network structure. Due to the constitutive open-shell metallic ions, some of
the MOFs exhibit unique magnetic property which is attracting much attention because
of their potential applications in low density magnetic materials, molecular magnets,
vii
and magnetic sensors. Chemists are confused why some Cu(II) cluster-based MOFs are
ferromagnetic but some are nonmagnetic although they have similar structures and com-
ponents. We have theoretically proposed a rule for the long-range magnetic exchange
coupling in Cu(II) cluster-based MOFs and their application in spintronics. Our the-
ory is proved by two experimental groups in USA (Prof. Chen Banglin, UTSA) and
Singapore (Prof. Ding Jun, NUS) collaborated with us. Our theoretical model solves
this long-standing puzzle in the origin of ferromagnetism in most Cu(II) cluster-based
MOFs.
3.2. 1D organometallic sandwich molecular wires (SMWs)
Scientists have witnessed a variety of novel and exotic properties displayed by materials
when they are scaled down from their bulk form to nano structures. The novel magnetic
properties of SMWs, a sandwich structure of organic rings and transition metals, have
led to their application in a variety of spintronic devices, such as spin filters, spin rec-
tification, and spin valves. One big challenge in SMWs is the lack of transport studies
of ultra-short molecules, such as 1-2 nm due to the tunneling effect. The controversy of
magnetic mechanism is the other big challenge. It is therefore crucial to understand the
spin-electron transport and to develop in-depth understanding of the magnetic mecha-
nism of such short molecular clusters.
The spin transport in SMW devices is studied in this thesis. The perfect spin filter
effect is found in FeCp clusters, where Cp is cyclopentadienyl. The experimental growth
mechanism is also proposed based on my charge-transfer theory. Moreover, I have given
a physical insight in the long-range spin-exchange coupling in bimetallic multi-decker
sandwich molecular wires.
viii
It is much easier to work with small spintronic devices using spin polarization on ultra-
short SMWs. Also, the SMWs are resistant to heat build-up, relatively insensitive to
temperature, are inexpensive, and are easily synthesized in experiments. All that is
required now is for innovative nanoscientists to use our first principles calculations to
design and fabricate SMW systems in molecular spintronic devices.
ix
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Spintronics is a new concept compared to traditional electronics, whose central theme is
the active manipulation of spin degrees of freedom in materials.[1] The control of spin
is then a control of either the population and the phase of the spin of an ensemble of
particles, or a tuning of spin of single or a few-spin system. The goal of spintronics is to
understand the interaction between the particle spin and its solid-state environments and
to make useful devices using the acquired knowledge. The potential applications and
ultimate goals of spintronics are to build a spin-based transistor that would replace con-
ventional transistors in integrated logic circuits and memory devices, which are used in
future spin-electronic products, such as computer-chips, CD, mp3, TV, and fax. More-
over, spintronics also paves the way for development of entirely new types of devices,
such as light-emitting diode (LED) to generate polarized light for use in encrypted com-
munication. Looking further into the future, spintronics devices could even be used as
quantum bits, the units of information processed by quantum computers.[2] Spintronics
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devices have so many exciting potential applications in future because the switch of two
spin-states (“up” and “down”) is much faster than that of two charge-states “off” and
“on”), which means spintronics devices are expected to operate faster than conventional
microelectronic components. Moreover, the efficiency of spintronics devices is much
higher than electronics counterparts. Thus, spintronics devices are called green devices
because they need low-energy consumption and produce less heat. Actually, spintron-
ics devices have many more advantages compared to traditional electronics devices, for
example, their small sizes, high integration, high storage density, non-volatile informa-
tion storage, anti-radiation property, and quantum mechanical stability. However, the
main challenge of the practical applications of spintronics is to find the right materi-
als to efficiently generate spin-polarized current and hold a long-range and long-time
spin transport. The next section will be a preview of some possible bulk materials for
spintronics.
1.1 Possible bulk materials for spintronics
Currently, three classes of candidate bulk spintronics materials are the focus of research:
III-V and II-VI semiconductors, oxides, and Heusler alloys.[3–5] The researches on
these classes of bulk spin-polarized materials are growing rapidly. Scientists are looking
for new magnetic semiconductors and other suitable spin-injection materials with higher
Curie temperatures based on these three classes of materials. The spintronic materials
with high Curie temperature will bring spintronics closer to the realm of being prac-
tical. The first synthesized magnetic material that showed the possible application for
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spintronics was synthesized by Ohno et al: in 1998 based on an III-V host semiconduc-
tor (GaAs) and was named diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs).[5] They observed
that if a few magnetic metals are introduced into GaAs (GaAs:M; M=metals), the whole
materials show half-metallic properties and they are suitable for the potential spintron-
ics application. However, they found that the Curie temperature of GaAs:M is always
lower than room temperature no matter what kind of metals was used. Scientists tried
to enhance the Curie temperature by changing several other III-V host semiconductors.
Unfortunately, the Curie temperature of these DMSs based on III-V hose semiconduc-
tors is still below room temperature. Therefore, the main goal in the subsequent years
was to find suitable semiconductor hosts, metallic dopants, and doping concentration,
which would raise the Curie point to room temperature.[3, 4] Dietl et al: theoretically
proposed that the Curie temperature of TM doped II-VI semiconductors could be higher
than 300 K.[5] Subsequently, many experimenters have found such high Curie tempera-
ture DMSs based on his theoretical prediction, for example, Co doped ZnO,[6] Cr doped
ZnO,[7] and Co doped ZnS.[8] The magnetic mechanism in DMSs is still not clear now.
Since the doped metals are magnetic, the magnetic properties may be derived from the
clusters of magnetic dopants and it is not the intrinsic magnetic properties in DMSs.
Elfimov, Fongs, Li and Lu et al: proposed that the magnetic properties may come from
the cluster of magnetic metals or the secondary phase as magnetic impurities.[7–10] To
eliminate the possibility that the magnetic properties are induced by magnetic impurities.
Some experimenters introduced defects or nonmagnetic metal (Cu) and found some II-
VI oxides which show ferromagnetism, such as, VCa in CaO[11], Cu doped ZnO[4] and
C doped ZnO.[12] Besides these DMSs based on III-V and II-VI semiconductors, the
Heusler alloys (NiFe/Cu/CoFe) are potential spintronics materials.[13] These Heusler
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alloys show half-metallic properties and high Curie temperature, which are the basic re-
quirements for the real application of spintronics. Moreover, Heusler alloys can be used
in the spin-valve, a basic element of magnetic memory devices.[14] Recently, more bulk
magnetic materials have been synthesized.[15–20] However, the main challenge for the
practical application of spintronics of these bulk materials is the difficulties of spin in-
jection and spin transfer in these bulk materials.[15] Some theorists propose that these
problems can be solved in nano-materials due to the quantum confinement effect in
nano structures.[21–23] Therefore, reducing the size from bulk to nano may be the way
to solve the spin injection and spin transfer problem.
1.2 Possible nano-materials for spintronics
1.2.1 Two-dimensional nano-materials
Scientists have witnessed a variety of novel and exotic properties displayed by materials
when they are scaled down from the bulk to nano. Nano-materials have potential appli-
cations in a new scientific field, spintronics. Normally, nano-materials are divided into
two-dimensional (2D) and one-dimensional (1D) materials. Several 2D nano-materials
have been proposed by theorists, such as BN, ZnO and carbon membranes. [24–27]
These 2D materials show many interesting properties, for example, high-speed electron
transport, large band-gap, and magnetic ground state.[28–30] Based on these novel prop-
erties, 2D nano-materials can be used in future electronic devices. However, theorists
believe that 2D systems are very sensitive to thermal disorder. In other words, a realistic
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2D system does not exist at room temperature in the eyes of theorists. In 2004, ex-
perimenters in Manchester University synthesized a 2D nano-material named graphene
which is the first and a real 2D material at room temperature.[26] Graphene, a flat mono-
layer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a 2D honeycomb lattice, often exhibit interest-
ing properties with a wide range of applications. In particular, graphene is considered
as a potential candidate for replacing silicon in future electronic devices.[26, 31–34]
As a first step towards graphene electronics, graphene field effect transistors have been
designed experimentally and the electron transport properties have been studied, for ex-
ample, Klein Effect and Hall Effect.[28, 29, 33] Following the experiments, theoretical
physicists did much research on the properties of graphene. Besides the application
in electronics, they also propose that graphene hold the promise of spintronics.[32, 34]
Graphene is believed to have a low spin orbit interaction, i.e., a long spin life time. Com-
bined with the high charge carrier motilities, this implies a long distance over which
the spin information can be transported (long spin relaxation length). Electron spins
are theoretically predicted to align at the edges of graphene when a single graphene
layer is “cut” properly into graphene nanoribbons (GNRs).[29, 32] Subsequently, Louie
et al: proposed that graphene zigzag nanoribbons show the half-metallic property if a
high trans-electronic field is applied on them.[32] This excited half-metallic property of
graphene has attracted considerable attention for the spintronics. Very recently, Rycerz
et al: proposed that the valley spin degree of freedom can be used in graphene spintron-
ics since the intervalley scattering is negligible in pure graphene samples.[31] Moreover,
graphene can be used as the magnetic head of hard-disk since a spin polarized current
exerts a torque when it passes through a region of non-collinear magnetization.[33, 34]
Graphene has many “potential” applications in electronics and spintronics, but it is still
far away from practical application now. It is sometimes described as an “academic”
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of one-dimensional molecular spintronics devices.
material. This is because it is not easy to produce graphene in large yield to meet the
practical requirement due to the limitation of current techniques, such as growth meth-
ods and electronic lithography.[26]
1.2.2 One-dimensional nano-materials
One-dimensional (1D) nano-materials may become more important for spintronic de-
vices than 2D nano-materials since it is well known that the 2D systems are very sensi-
tive to thermal disorder which will destroy the flat structure of 2D materials. Moreover,
on 2D material edges, such as grahpene, the order on spins can exist only within a cer-
tain range which limits the dimensions of spintronic devices.[26] The most important
factor is the low yield of 2D materials. In contrast, 1D nano-materials, such as car-
bon nanotubes, silicon nanowires, ZnO nanowires, and molecular nanowires, have been
widely synthesized experimentally and have been used in different fields, such as, elec-
tronics/optoelctronics, quantum devices, magnetic storage, solar cells, and spintronics
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devices.[35–39] 1D nano-materials can be divided into two types: inorganic and organic
1D nanomaterials. Currently, most 1D nanomaterials are inorganic, such as carbon-
nanotubes, silicon nanowires, metal nanochains etc. These inorganic materials have
been widely used in electronic, optic, and thermal fields. However, since most of inor-
ganic materials have no magnetic properties, they cannot be used in spintronics fields.
Some scientists proposed that the nonmagnetic 1D inorganic nano-materials could be
magnetic if they are doped with some dilute magnetic elements in these 1D inorganic
nano-materials. For example, Cu doped passivated GaN nanowires,[3] Mn doped GaN
nanowires[8] and Cr doped GaN nanowires[9] are all magnetic, and are suitable for
spintronics applications. However, such doping is very difficult in “nano” materials and
the doping concentration is hard to control. The key challenge is that the spin relaxation
and spin transport distance are very short. In other word, the inorganic nanowires cannot
hold a long spin transport distance without scattering. So far, there are a few experimen-
tal reports on practical application of spintronics based on inorganic nanowires. On the
other hand, organic nanowires are some of the best platforms for spintronics because
of the very long spin relaxation time of spin carriers in these materials. This makes or-
ganics ideal for many applications in spintronics since the longevity of spin polarization
is an important criterion for virtually all spintronics devices. For example, Benzene-
Vanadium sandwich organometallic nanowires are perfect spin-filters, the basic spin-
tronics devices.[40, 41] Besides benzene rings, Zhou et al: proposed Cyclopentadienyl-
Iron sandwich organic molecular nanowires also have the half-metallic properties and
can be used as spin-filters for the potential application of spintronics.[42] Experimen-
tally, Nagao et al: synthesized 1D organic nanowires, (VCpFeCp)1 and they show novel
magnetic properties, such as enhanced magnetic moments.[43]
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1.3 Motivations and scope for present work
This thesis is organized as following:
In Chap.2, the theoretical methodology including first-principles calculations based on
density functional theory (DFT) and nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) are intro-
duced. In Chap.3, 2p-light elements doped diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) and
its mechanism are investigated. In Chap.4, the magnetic properties of 3D metal organic
frameworks (MOF) are studied. In Chap.5, the electronic and spintronic transport prop-
erties of carbon chains between graphene electrodes are investigated. In Chap.6, the
magnetic mechanism of a series of 1D sandwich molecular wires (SMWs) is studied.





The electronic and magnetic properties of materials are calculated by first-principles cal-
culations using density functional theory (DFT) implemented in VASP software package.[44]
The calculation on the transport properties is based on nonequilibrium Green’s function
(NEGF) combined with DFT implemented in ATK software package.[45, 46]
2.1 First-principles calculations
2.1.1 Earlier approximation and density functional theory
In terms of quantum mechanics, the property of a many-body system is described by
Schro¨dinger equation:
H^ = E ; (2.1)
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where E is the energy eigenvalue,  = (r1; r2; :::; rN) is the wave function, and H^ is












jrl   rl0j ; (2.2)
where the summation is over all electrons and nuclei in the system,ml is the mass of an
electron or nucleus, and ql is its charge.
For any practical system, one has to resort to many approximations. First of all, the
Born-oppenheimer approximation is used to remove the nuclei from the system and
treats them as in an adiabatic environment due to the fact that the nuclei are much heav-
ier, hence move much slower than the electrons. In this approximation, the kinetic en-
ergy of the nuclei is neglected and the interaction between the nuclei can be handled
classically. Thus, the original problem in Eq. (2.1) is reduced to one regarding a sys-
tem of interacting electrons moving in an external potential V (r), formed by a frozen-in
ionic configuration. But, due to the electron-electron interaction, the equation can not
still be solved easily. Hatree approximation separates the many-body equation into in-
dependent equations in the coordinates of the individual electrons, of which 	 can be
written as a product of one-electron wavefunctions based on the assumption that the
electrons interact only via the Coulomb force. With incorporation of electron spin ef-
fects in later Hatree-Fork equation, the resultant ground state electron wavefunctions can
be found variationally by using a trial wavefunction to solve the equation until the result
meets the convergence. This is the self-consist approximation. However, the calcu-
lated energy by solving the Hartree-Fock equations does not equal to that of many-body
Schro¨dinger equation under the Born-oppenheimer approximation. It turns out that the
calculations of this correlation energy and exchange energy (the energy difference for
exchanging electrons in solving Hartree-Fock equations) of a complex system is very
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difficult. Overcoming these difficulties to some extent is the driving force to develop al-
ternative methods, which are required to describe the electron-electron interactions more
precisely and can reduce the electronic Schro¨dinger equation to some more attractable
equations which can be solved much easily in practice.
A breakthrough is the density functional theory. Based on the following two theorems
in terms of the electron density function (r):
Theorem I. If the number of electrons in the system is conserved, the external potential
V (r) uniquely determines the ground state density 0(r).
Theorem II. There exist a universal functional of , E[], which is minimized by the
ground state density 0(r).
Kohn and Sham carried these theorems further and obtained a single-particle Schro¨dinger













+ V (r)g i(r) = "i i(r); (2.3)
where the first term in the Kohn-Sham equation is the kinetic energy, and the follow-
ing terms are the Coulomb (or Hartree), the exchange-correlation (xc) and the external
(e.g. the ionic) potentials, respectively. Kohn-Sham equation maps a many-electron in-
teracting system into a single electron system within an effective potential formed by
the nuclei and other electrons. Comparing with the many-body Schro¨dinger equation in
Eq. (2.1), solving the Kohn-Sham equation is much easier for a practical system.
Due to the functional dependence on the density, the Kohn-Sham equation forms a set
of nonlinear coupled equations, and the standard procedure to solve it is iterating until
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self-consistency is achieved. Starting from an assumed density (r), firstly the Coulomb
and xc potentials are calculated, then solve Eq. (2.3) for the Kohn-Sham wavefuctions.





where the index i goes over all occupied states. This procedure is repeated until self-
consistency (i.e, consistency between the output and input densities) is obtained.
2.1.2 The exchange-correlation functional approximation
The formalism of the Kohn-Sham equation is much simpler than that of other first-
principles methods, such as the Hartree-Fock method. However, in the Kohn-Sham
equation, all items are treated exactly, except one term, the exchange-correlation func-
tional "xc[(r)], which is unknown. The search for an accurate "xc[(r)] has proven to
be extremely difficult, and various approximations have been made. Among them, local
density approximation (LDA) [47] is the simplest, which is based on the assumption
that, for a system with slowly varying density, the electron density in a small region near





where xc is the xc energy per electron. Despite its simple form, the LDA is remark-
ably successful in predicting the structural and electronic properties of materials. On
the other hand, several problems are also encountered with the LDA. For example, LDA
can not give a good description on excited states, thus underestimates the band gap of
semiconductor and insulator. LDA also tends to overbind, so the calculated lattice con-
stant is underestimated and the cohesive energy is overestimated. In addition, the LDA
12
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cannot work well for the Van der Waals interactions, and it also gives wrong predictions
for some strongly correlated magnetic systems.
An improvement for the LDA is the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), in
which the exchange-correlation functional is treated as the functional of the electron




A variety of choices for f(;r) can be made. [48, 49] The GGA can correct some
problems of the LDA, such as the overbinding tendency and the wrong prediction of
the non-magnetic ground state of Fe etc. However, the GGA has also the underbinding
problem, which results in the overestimation of lattice constants and the underestimation
of cohesive energies. The excited states, strong correlated systems, and the Van deWaals
interactions also cannot be correctly handled in GGA.
2.1.3 Bloch’s theorem and supercell approximation
With the density functional theory, the many electron Schro¨dinger equation can be
mapped onto the N one-electron Kohn-Shan equations. However, solid systems typ-
ically contain  1023 particles, which requires us to solve the Kohn-Sham equations
with an infinite numbers orthogonalizational equations. This is impractical. Fortunately,
we can reduce the infinite problems to a finite periodic systems based on the Bloch’s
theorem.
For a system of electron moving in a periodic potential, Bloch’s theorem states that the
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corresponding wavefunction of the electron has the form:
 k(r+R) = e
ikruk(r); (2.7)
where uk(r) has the same periodicity as the potential. For a crystal lattice potential, it
satisfies the following translation invariance:
uk(r+R) = uk(r); (2.8)
whereR is a real space lattice vector.
Based on this theorem, the wavefunction of a single atom in a lattice can be written as
the product of the plane wave and the periodic function uk(r). Also, the wavevector
k can always be folded into the first Brillouin zone (1BZ) in the context of electronic
property calculations since the electron energy is periodic in the k-space and each k-
point outside the 1BZ can be mapped onto a k-point inside. The number of k-points in
the 1BZ is equal to the number of unit cells in real space. Since the number of unit cells
is in the magnitude of  1022, the k-points in the 1BZ is quasi-continuous.
Many real systems do not have periodic symmetry along all three dimensions. For ex-
ample, an interface system only has periodic symmetry parallel to the interface; a carbon
nanotube is only one dimension and an isolated atom or molecule is completely aperi-
odic. To study these systems, two approximations are feasible. One is to model the
system with a cluster of atoms. Another is to artificially model a periodic symmetry
on the aperiodic dimension. This is the so-called supercell technique. For a interface
system, the supercell approximation is implemented by modeling the interface with pe-
riodically arranged slabs which are separated by vacuum layers. To minimize the ar-
tificial Coulomb interactions between two neighbor surfaces, the vacuum layer should
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be thicker than 10 A˚. The thickness of the slabs is dependent on the specific case, and
normally the slab with smaller interlayer spacing should be thicker.
2.1.4 Brillouin zone sampling
Electronic states are allowed only at a set of k-points determined by the boundary condi-
tions that apply to the bulk solid. The density of allowed k-points is proportional to the
volume of the solid. The infinite number of electrons in the solid are accounted for by
an infinite number of k-points, and only a finite number of electronic states are occupied
at each k-point. By virtue of Bloch’s theorem, the calculations of an infinite number of
electronic wavefunctions in full space can be reduced to a finite number of electronic
wave functions with an infinite number of k-points in 1BZ. In principles, each k-point
in 1BZ have to be considered for the calculations, due to the fact that the occupied states








F (")("nk   ")dk; (2.9)
where 
BZ is the volume of the BZ.
Fortunately, the electronic wavefunctions at k-points that are very close will be almost
identical. This makes us possible to represent the wavefunctions over a region of k
space by the wavefunctions at a single k-point, which indicates that only a special finite












where !ki is the weight of ki. The magnitude of any error in the total energy due to
inadequacy of the k-points sampling can always be reduced by using a denser set of
k-points. In principle, the k-points mesh should be increased until the calculated total
energy is converged.
Various methods have been proposed for the k-points sampling in the 1BZ [50, 51], in
which one of the most widely used is the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. [51] The basic idea












where n1, n1, and n3=0,  , Ni-1. Symmetry is used to map equivalent k-points to
each other, which can reduce the total number of k-points significantly generated by
Eq. (2.11).
2.1.5 Plane-wave basis sets
Based on Bloch’s theorem, the electronic wavefunctions at each k-points can be ex-




cn;k+Gexp[i(k+G)  r]: (2.12)
After expanding the wavefunctions as Eq. (2.12), the Kohn-Shan equations can be re-










In principle, an infinite plane-wave basis set is required to expand the electronic wave-




jk+Gj2 are typically more important than those with large kinetic energy.
Thus, the plane-wave basis set can be truncated to include only plane-waves that have




truncation of the plane-wave basis set at a finite cutoff energy will lead to an error in the
computed total energy. However, it is possible to reduce the magnitude of the error by
increasing the cutoff energy. Normally, the cutoff energy should be increased until the
total energy has converged.
2.1.6 The pseudopotential approximation
Although Bloch’s theorem states that the electronic wavefunctions can be expanded
using a discrete set of plane-waves, a very large number of plane-waves is needed to
expand the tightly bound core orbitals and to follow the rapid oscillations of wave-
functions of the valence electrons in the core region due to the strong ionic potential in
this region, which would make the all electron calculations are very expensive and even
impractical for a large system. Fortunately, the pseudopotential approximation allows
the expansion of electronic wavefunctions with much smaller number of plane-wave
basis sets. [52–54]
Based on the fact that most of physical properties of solids are mainly determined by the
valence electrons, the pseudopotential approximation removes the core electrons and
strong ionic potential, and replaces them by a weaker pseudopotential that acts on a set
of pseudo wavefunctions rather than the true valence wavefunctions, as Fig. 2.1 shows.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of all electron (solid lines) and pseudoelectron (dash
lines) potentials and their corresponding wavefunctions.
The nonlocal and angular momentum dependent pseudopotentials are usually generated
from isolated atoms or ions, but can be used in other chemical environment such as






where jlmi is the spherical harmonics and Vl is the pseudopotential for the angular
momentum l.
The construction of the pseudopotential within the core radius rc should preserve the
scattering properties, which means that the scattering properties for the pseudo wave-
functions should be identical to that of the ion and core electrons for the valence wave-
functions. The scattering properties are satisfied automatically in the region outside the
rc since there the pseudopotential and the true potential are the same. In order to improve
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Norm-conserving pseudopotentials are very successful for solids of s, p-bond main
group elements, but they do not give good results for the first-row elements, transi-
tion metals, and rare-earth elements due to the highly localized valence orbitals in these
elements. Fortunately, this difficulty has been overcome by introducing the so-called
ultrasoft pseudopotentials proposed by Vanderbilt. [55] More recently, a more accurate
and efficient pseudopotential formalism, the projector augmented-wave (PAW) [56–59],
has been developed by Blochl. Compared with the ultrasoft pseudopotentials, PAW has
smaller radial cutoffs (core radii), and also exactly reconstructs the valence wave func-
tion with all nodes in the core region, which makes PAW more accurate than ultrasoft
pseudopotentials in many systems while the calculations using PAW are not more ex-
pensive.
2.2 Nonequilibrium Green’s function
In our model Hamiltonian and transport calculations, the lead parts are calculated sepa-
rately using DFT to get the self-consistent Kohn-Sham potentials[47] and Hamiltonian
matrices. The Hamiltonian reads
H = f r2=2 + V H(r) + V NA(r) + V xc(r)g  (r   r;) + V NL(r; r;) (2.16)
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where, V H(r) is the screened Hartree potential which is used to solve the Poisson
equation
r2V H(r) =  4f(r)  NA(r)g (2.17)
V NA(r) is the local pseudopotential screened by the addition of charge density of the
neutral isolated atoms NA(r). V xc(r) is the exchange-correlation potential of electrons.
multiplying by two numerical basis orbitals  and  and integrating over dr and dr`
leads to the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix H . Thus, the Green’s function is evalu-
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where HL, HC and HR are the Hamiltonians of the left leads, central portion and the





R are the self energies due to coupling to the left and right
leads.
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This allows us to calculate the DFT Hamiltonian elementsH . Once the self-consistency
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fT "(#)("; Vb)[fL("; Vb)  fR("; Vb)]gd" (2.21)
where fL(R)("; Vb) = nF (" L(R)) and L(R) are the electrochemical potentials of each
leads. The T "(#)("; Vb) is the spin-resolved transmission value defined as
T "(#)("; Vb) = Tr[ImfrL"(#)("; Vb)gGr"(#)("; Vb) ImfrR"(#)("; Vb)gGa"(#)("; Vb)](2.22)
where
Pr
L=R is the retarded self-energy matrix used to take into account the left and
right lead. Gr=Ga is the retarded or advanced Green’s function matrix.
2.3 VASP and ATK software packages
VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation package) [44] is a first-principle calculation code
within density functional theory frame, which uses ultrasoft pseudopotentials or the
PAW method and a plane wave basis set. The approach implemented in this code is
based on the (finite-temperature) LDA with the free energy as variational quantity and
an exact evaluation of the instantaneous electronic ground state at each molecular dy-
namics (MD) time step. It also uses efficient matrix diagonalisation schemes and an
efficient Pulay/Broyden charge density mixing. Thus, it can give information about total
energies, forces and stresses on an atomic system, as well as calculating optimum ge-
ometries, band structures, optical spectra, etc: It can also perform first-principles molec-
ular dynamics simulations.
ATK (Atomistix ToolKit) [45, 46] is designed to help to understand and improve the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of two-probe system in ATK
functionality of nanoscale systems. The modeling platform can be used to calculate
electrical properties of nanostructures coupled to semi-infinite electrodes under a finite
bias voltage (so-called two-probe systems). Typical systems include: 1) Molecules and
nanotubes coupled to metal surfaces; 2) Tunnel junctions and interfaces; 3) A molecule
inserted in a linear atomic wire. In addition, Atomistix ToolKit can be used for conven-
tional electronic structure simulations, including spin-polarized calculations and atomic
geometry optimizations, of periodic and isolated systems. Transport properties: 1) trans-
mission coefficients and transmission spectra under an applied bias voltage; 2) electrical
current through a two-probe system; 3) density of states and local density of states; 4)
voltage drop across a two-probe system; 5) spin polarization, and much more. Based on
self-consistent density functional theory (DFT) and non-equilibrium Green’s functions
for the transport calculations, atomic-scale modeling in Atomistix ToolKit is an efficient
and powerful tool for calculating and understanding the intrinsic properties of nanoscale
systems. The strength of ATK lies in its flexibility to describe systems of different sym-
metries. It can describe isolated systems (molecules), periodic systems (crystals), and
systems of the type bulk-nanodevice-bulk (two-probe systems). The most unique feature
of ATK is its ability to calculate the electronic transport properties of two-probe systems
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under a finite bias. However, the relaxation under bias and the simulation of the gate
voltage are the two limitation of the current version of ATK software.
In this thesis, VASP has been heavily used to calculate the electronic/magnetic properties
of various systems such as diluted magnetic semiconductors, metal organic framworks
and molecular sandwich wires. The electronic transport properties, such as I-V curve,
were calculated using ATK.
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3D anionogenic diluted magnetic
semiconductors
3.1 Introduction
Magnetic 3d transition metal (3d TM) doped dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs)
based on III-V and II-VI hosts have been extensively studied due to their potential ap-
plications in spintronics [60]. However, despite considerable theoretical and experimen-
tal efforts, the origin of ferromagnetism observed in some DMSs is still under debate,
and whether the ferromagnetic (FM) property arises from the doped magnetic TM ions
which were observed to form magnetic clusters or secondary phases is still not clear.
These extrinsic magnetic behaviors are undesirable for practical applications. A possi-
ble way to avoid problem related to magnetic precipitate is to dope semiconductors or
oxides with nonmagnetic elements instead of magnetic TM. Following this idea, room
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temperature ferromagnetism has been demonstrated in Cu and Ti doped GaN [61, 62]
and ZnO [63, 64]. Besides cationic impurities, theoretical studies predicted that anion
substitutions in IIA-oxide can also lead to ferromagnetism [65, 66]. This represents a
new concept in the search for potentially useful DMS. Work done so far along this line
have been confined to IIA-oxides, and the mechanism for ferromagnetism in such anion
doped magnetic materials is still not understood. The existing theories of DMS cannot
be applied because they are based on d and f orbitals but there are no such orbitals in
these anion doped materials. There are several important differences between the 2p and
the 3d orbitals which determine the different magnetic propoerties of DMS doped with
2p light element (LE) (anion) and 3d TM (cation). Firstly, the anion 2p bands of the
light element are usually full in ionic states, leaving no room for unpaired spins com-
pared to 3d bands of TM. Secondly, the spin-orbit interaction of p states is considerably
reduced compared to that of d states since it scales with the fourth power of the atomic
number. Consequently, spin relaxation of DMS doped with 2p light elements is expected
to be suppressed by up to two orders of magnitude in comparison with 3d cation doped
DMS [67, 68]. Thirdly, valence electrons in p states are more delocalized than those in
d or f states and have much larger spatial extensions which could promote long-range
exchange interactions. Therefore, Despite suffering from low solubility[69–71], DMS
doped with 2p light elements can be weak ferromagnets in a highly ordered and low
doping concentration.
In this chapter, we present a possible pathway toward novel II-oxide and III-nitride DMS
based on doping by 2p LE and explore the origin of their ferromagnetism. Wide band
gap II-oxide and III-nitride semiconductors, such as ZnO and AlN, which have been
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widely investigated both theoretically and experimentally for applications in optoelec-
tronics, are potential host materials for DMS. Results of our first-principles calcula-
tions predict that nitrogen doped ZnO (ZnO:N), carbon doped ZnO (ZnO:C), and carbon
doped AlN (AlN:C) are ferromagnetic. Surprisingly, almost all magnetic moments re-
side on the p-states of anions (C, N, or O). Compared to the conventional 3d TM cation
doped DMS, these 2p LE anion doped DMS can provide a possible way to resolve the
clustering problem of magnetic elements and will open another avenue for producing
potentially useful DMS. Since these DMS typically have a low doping concentration
but enough mobile carriers, and only 2p electrons of dopants and hosts contribute to the
magnetism, the origin of ferromagnetism in these materials challenges our current un-
derstanding of ferromagnetism of DMS. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of
the physics of 2p LE anion doped DMS is essential for further exploration of new DMS.
We provide a physical insight into the ferromagnetic mechanism of such DMS.
In addition, we propose a co-doping mechanism to enhance the ferromagnetism of 2p LE
doped DMS materials. Such an approach has been used to solve the asymmetry dop-
ing problem of ZnO. For example, a co-doping approach [72] was demonstrated to be
effective in enhancing the N solubility and reducing the ionization energy of ZnO:N-
based materials, such as ZnO:N+Ga and ZnO:N+Be [73, 74]. Recently, it was found
that ferromagnetism in DMS can be enhanced by co-doping. For example, Sluiter et al.
used this approach to promote the FM state and increase the Curie temperature (Tc) of
ZnO-based ferromagnets [75]. Based on results of our first-principles calculations, we
predict that FM coupling in ZnO:N can be enhanced by co-doping with Be, and for the
first time, we propose that N doped ZnO has possible application in spintronics, besides
optoelectronics which has been studied extensively.
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Our first-principles calculations are based on spin density functional theory and carried
out using plane-wave method as implemented in the VASP package [44]. The projector
augmented wave potentials are used to represent the interactions between the atomic
core and the valence electrons. The generalized gradient approximation implemented
in PBE is adopted for treating the exchange correlation functional [76]. Since there
is a very weak spin-orbital coupling between 2p light elements, the spin-orbital cou-
pling and the magnetic anisotropy, which are not negligible in 3d or 4f system, such
as (Ga/Gd,Mn)As, are not considered in our calculations. The plane-wave basis cut-
off energy is 520 eV. A k-mesh of 222 was used for a 108-atom ZnO host su-
percell (wurtzite) (3a3a3c). All atoms were allowed to relax until the Hellmann-
Feynman forces acting on them become less than 0.02 eV/A˚. The AlN supercells of
32 (2a2a2c), 72 (3a3a2c) and 128 atoms (4a4a2c) are employed. k-point
meshes of 664 for the 32-atom, 443 for the 72-atom and 222 for the 128-
atom supercells are used. The atomic coordinates are fully relaxed using the conjugate-
gradient algorithm [77] until the maximum force on a single atom is less than 0.02 eV/A˚.
The calculated equilibrium lattice parameters of the hexagonal AlN are a=3.123 A˚ and
c=5.000 A˚ in good agreement with experimental values (a=3.112 A˚, c=4.982 A˚)[78].
3.2 Mechanism of ferromagnetism of anionogenic diluted
magnetic semiconductors
In the present work, we focus mainly on carbon and nitrogen doping in ZnO and car-
bon doping in AlN. First-principles electronic structure calculations based on density
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functional theory (DFT) were carried out to investigate the structural, electronic and
magnetic properties of C-doped ZnO, N-doped ZnO and C-doped AlN to probe the
mechanism of ferromagnetism.
3.2.1 II-VI (ZnO)
We simulate C-doped Wurtzite-type ZnO. Similar to previous DFT calculations,[71] we
found that before structural relaxation, it energetically favors a spin-polarized ground
state when carbon substitutes an anion. The calculated partial density of states (PDOS)
for the carbon dopant and a second-nearest neighbor anion (O) are shown in Fig. 1(a).
The atomic-like C 2p states are relatively localized compared to O 2p states. The spin-up
C 2p states are fully occupied, while the spin-down C 2p states are partially filled, re-
sulting in a total spin magnetic moment of 2.0 B per carbon dopant. It is also noted that
the Fermi level crosses the spin-down C 2p states, resulting in a half-metallic property
in this ZnO-based dilute magnetic semiconductor.
After structural relaxation, the carbon 2p states in ZnO:C remain localized at the Fermi
level and ZnO:C is spin-polarized, with a magnetic moment (2.0 B/atom), even though
its spin-exchange splitting energy decreased. It is clear that localization of the carbon 2p
orbital plays an important role. In ZnO:C, the C 2p orbitals are relatively localized and
the magnetic moment survives after structural optimization.
Meanwhile, The C-Zn bond lengths and total spin magnetic moments of the C-doped
ZnO before and after structural relaxations, respectively, are listed in Table 3.1. There
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Figure 3.1: Total DOS (a) and partial DOS (b) of N doped ZnO and total DOS of C
doped AlN (c) and C doped ZnO (d). One dopant is incorporated into the 108-atom
supercell which corresponds to a doping concentration of 1.85 at.%. The Fermi energy
is set to zero.
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(a) Spin-Density (b) Charge-Density
(0001) (0001)
Figure 3.2: The spin-density (a) and charge-density (b) of N doped ZnO. Most of the
spin density is localized on the doped N atom and its twelve second neighboring O
atoms. The spin density around the nearest neighboring Zn atoms, which are not in the
plane shown here, is much smaller.













































Figure 3.3: (a) Total density of states (DOS) and (b) local DOS projected on the doped
C atom and one of its equivalent six neighboring N atoms of AlN:C system. The dashed
line denotes the Fermi energy. The total ferromagnetic moment is 1.0 B.
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Figure 3.4: ISO of three-dimensional spin density distribution (a) and spin density dis-
tribution in the (0001) plane (b) in mono-C doped 32-atom AlN supercells. Note that
almost all of the spin density is localized in the doped C atom and its 6 next nearest-
neighboring N atoms in the (0001) plane.
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Z Z
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: The spin density due to two N dopants seperated by 3.136 A˚. (a) FM coupling
and (b) AFM coupling. The FM state is most stable than the AFM state. Blue and green
isosurfaces correspond to up and down spin densities, respectively.
are two non-equivalent C-Zn bonds in Wurtzite-type ZnO, one along the (0001) direc-
tion and three equivalent bonds formed by C with the three nearest neighbor Zn atoms
in the (0001) basal plane. For convenience, we indicate the lengths of these C-Zn bonds
by d(1)C Zn and d
(3)
C Zn, respectively. Upon structural relaxation, d
(1)
C Zn increases with re-
spect to the original O-Zn bond in the undoped ZnO, while d(3)C Zn experiences negligible
changes. This is in agreement with experimentally observed lattice expansion.[79]
Table 3.1: C-Zn bond lengths (both in A˚) and the total spin magnetic moment  (in B)
of C-doped ZnO.










ZnO 1.979 1.986 2.0 1.972 2.027 2.0
As already mentioned in previous literature,[71] the substitution of carbon for oxygen in
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram showing ferromagnetic coupling between spins of doped
N impurities. (a) The magnetic moment of N polarizes carriers and aligns the spins of the
carriers in the same direction as that of the N dopant. (b) If the carrier concentration is
sufficiently high, it is able to effectively mediate indirect ferromagnetic coupling among
nearly all doped N ions due to the long ranged p-p interaction. Cation are not shown in
the diagram.
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Figure 3.7: DOS of AlN:2C and Li codoped AlN:2C. The dashed line denotes the Fermi
energy. The inset shows the schematic band shift of Li codoping.
ZnO forms a stable ferromagnetic coupling when the two substitutional C atoms were
placed at the largest possible separation of 7.76 A˚. Further calculations for various pos-
sible configurations between two carbon dopants in a 3  3  2 supercell showed that
the ferromagnetic coupling between the local moments of the carbon dopants in ZnO:C
is robust. Most of these configurations energetically favor parallel alignment of the lo-
cal spin moments, with a total magnetic moment of 4.0 B, and the energy difference
between the parallel and antiparallel alignments is significant.
We consider a single anion-substitution (NO) which is modeled by replacing an oxygen
atom in the supercell (108 atoms) by a nitrogen atom. This corresponds to a doping
concentration of 1.85 at.%, comparable to experimental doping level. Based on the cal-
culated total-energy, NO favors a spin-polarized state and its total energy is 23 meV
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lower than that of the non-spin-polarized state. Each N dopant introduces a total mag-
netic moment of 1.0 B ( 0:4B from N itself,  0:4B from its twelve second neigh-
boring O atoms, and  0:1B from its four nearest neighboring Zn atoms). Fig. 3.1(a)
and 3.1(b) show the calculated total density of states (DOS) and partial density of states
(PDOS) of the 2p states of nitrogen and a second nearest neighboring oxigen, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the N 2p states overlap significantly with those of O 2p near
the Fermi level, suggesting a strong interaction between them. This strong interaction
results in the splitting of the energy levels near the Fermi energy. The spin-up states
are fully occupied but spin-down states are partially filled. The corresponding spin den-
sity distribution is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Different from 3d TM-doping in wurtzite host
semiconductors where the spin is exclusively localized in a tetrahedron formed by the
four nearest neighboring anions of an impurity 3d cation[61], much of the spin density
in the N doped ZnO are localized on the dopant itself and its twelve second neighboring
O anions, with a minor contribution from the nearest neighboring Zn atoms. Therefore,
the magnetic moment in N doped semiconductors is mainly contributed by the anions,
and it results mainly from the delocalized 2p orbitals. The large spatial extension of the
2p states can be clearly seen in Fig. 3.2(b).
3.2.2 III-V (AlN)
We calculate the electronic structure of single C atom doping in the 32-atom supercells
of AlN. Four high symmetry sites are considered - two substitutional (CN and CAl) and
two interstitial (COh and CTd). In terms of the formation enthalpy (E
f ), we find that
the Ef of CN is much lower than that of CAl, COh and CTd , respectively. Therefore,
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the impurity carbon ion occupies the anion sublattice. Since the radii of C and N are
close (less than 7%), the lattice constants changed by only -0.005 A˚ for a and 0.010 A˚
for c in the CN situation after structural optimization. We find that CN favors a spin
polarized state over non-spin state by 40 meV with a magnetic moment of 1.0 B. The
spin polarization of CN is clearly demonstrated by the total density of state (DOS), which
suggests a half metallic character of C-doped AlN [see Fig. 3.3(a)]. Partial DOS (PDOS)
in Fig. 3.3(b) shows the coupling interaction of C-2p and N-2p states near the Fermi
level. As can be seen, in the majority spin the peaks at -0.28 eV and -0.43 eV of C-2p
overlap with that of N-2p, and in the minority spin the strongly localized spin of C-2p at
-0.08 eV locates below the Fermi level, which also overlaps with its neighboring N-2p
states. Note that N-2p states of AlN move up to a higher energy level in the band gap and
cross the Fermi level [see Fig. 3.3(b)]. Namely, the original fully occupied valence band
becomes partially occupied in the minority spin of C-doped AlN which shows metallic
behavior.
The spin density distribution of AlN:C is shown in Fig. 3.4. As can be seen, the C atom
has considerable magnetization and its next nearest-neighboring six N atoms (in the
(0001) plane) are also spin polarized. Our calculation illuminates that most magnetic
moments (1.0 B) are carried by C (0.38 B) and N (0.35 B). Note that few mag-
netic moments reside in the nearest-neighboring Zn atoms [see Fig. 3.4(a)]. The wave-
functions of the impurity have a spacial extension to neighboring N-2p states shown in
C- and N-2p PDOS [see Fig. 3.3(b)].
In order to investigate how CN atoms will couple to each other, two N sites are sub-
stituted by two C atoms in the supercells and the two C atoms are separated by the
farthest possible distance with the periodic geometry limitation of a supercell, which is
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to make our simulations closest to the dilute doping limit. Calculation using the 32-
atom supercells with two C atoms (the doping concentration is 12.5%) predicts that the
ferromagnetic (FM) state is lower in energy than the anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) state by
46 meV. Similar calculations using the 72-atom (5.56%) and the 128-atom supercells
(3.13%) show that the FM state is favored by 22 and 7 meV, respectively. These results
suggest a tendency that with the decrease of the concentration, the FM coupling will
be weak. The reason is that the exchange interaction is reduced for a longer interaction
distance in the lower concentration state. However, a total magnetic moment of 2.0 B
is found in all the three structures. In other words, that each C atom contributes 1.0 B
magnetic moments to the AlN system, which is similar to that of N-doped ZnO [80].
3.2.3 Origin of long-range ferromagnetic coupling
To investigate the magnetic coupling between N impurities, a pair of N atoms are incor-
porated into the same ZnO supercell by substituting two O atoms which are separated by
3.249 A˚, 6.136 A˚, and 9.252 A˚, respectively. This corresponds to a doping concentration
of 3.7 at.%. Results of our calculations show that the magnetic moments of the two N
dopants favor FM coupling in each of the three configurations and the energy of the FM
state is 7 meV, 22 meV, and 10 meV lower than that of the corresponding antiferromag-
netic (AFM) state, respectively. This indicates that ZnO:N is a weak ferromagnet in a
low nitrogen concentration. Figure 3.5 shows the magnetic coupling between the two N
ions separated by 6.136 A˚. As can be seen, charge carriers localized around the anions
between the N ions are polarized and have the same spin orientation as that of the N
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ions. Consequently, these polarized charge carriers mediate the long-range ferromag-
netic coupling between the N ions.
Similar spin polarization was also found in C doped ZnO and AlN. Fig. 3.1 shows the
total DOS ZnO:C of and AlN:C. The calculated magnetic moments per carbon dopant
are 1.0 and 2.0 B in AlN:C and ZnO:C, respectively. The spins also mainly reside on
the C dopant and its neighboring N or O atoms. Both systems energetically favor the
FM ground state. High Curie temperature (over 400 K) ferromagnetism in C doped ZnO
has been demonstrated recently[71].
Although no theoretical consensus on the mechanism of ferromagnetism in DMS has
been reached, it is now well established that spin-polarized carriers (holes or electrons)
are crucial for the ferromagnetism in DMS, either free or localized. Such an understand-
ing of FM origin can be based on band structure models [60, 86, 87]. If the localized
d states of impurities reside in the band gap of GaN- and ZnO-based DMS, the double-
exchange interaction, competing with the antiferromagnetic super-exchange interaction,
is responsible for the dominant ferromagnetism [86]. However, both double- and super-
exchange interactions cannot account for the long-range magnetic order at low doping
concentrations of a few percent. On the other hand, if the d states of the impurity states
are within the valence band, such as in GaAs:Mn, it was confirmed both theoretically
[60] and experimentally [88] that ferromagnetic correlations of impurity ions are medi-
ated by free carriers via a strong p-d hybridization exchange interaction. Additionally,
some studies in the opposite limit of strongly localized carriers, which are bound to
impurity bands, known as bound magnetic polarons have been proposed [89]. These
theories have been used, to some degree of success, to explain the ferromagnetism in
3d TM doped DMS. However, for the 2p LE doped DMS, the mechanism should be
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different since such materials have special magnetic properties such as long-range FM
coupling, high hole concentration, and only p orbitals contribute to the magnetism.
Here, we propose that alignment of magnetic moments in 2p LE doped DMS is achieved
through a p-d hybridization-like p-p coupling interaction between the impurity p states
and the host p states at the top of the valence band. This interaction follows essentially
from quantum mechanical level repulsion, which “pushes” the minority state upward,
crossing the Fermi level [see Fig. 3.1]. Consequently, the p states split into more stable
threefold t2 states which are either fully occupied or completely empty. The symme-
try and wave function (p-like t2) of the impurity 2p state are similar to those of the
top valence band of the III-nitride and II-oxide which consists mostly of anion p or-
bitals. Therefore, a strong p-p coupling interaction between the impurity state and va-
lence band state is allowed near the Fermi level. Substitution of C for N in AlN or C/N
for O in ZnO introduces impurity moments as well as holes. Different from Mn ions
in GaAs:Mn which polarizes spin of holes in opposite direction, the spin density near
each anion impurity in 2p LE doped DMS tends to align parallel to the moment of the
impurity ion under the p-p interaction, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.6(a). The
strong p-p interaction leads to stronger coupling between impurity and carrier spin ori-
entations. Sufficiently densed spin-polarized carriers are able to effectively mediate an
indirect, long-range ferromagnetic coupling between the 2p LE dopants, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.6(b). The spatially extended p states of the host and the impurity are able to extend
the p-p interaction and spin alignment to a large range and thus to facilitate long-range
magnetic coupling between the impurities. This model gives a reasonable explanation
to the experimentally observed ferromagnetism in ZnO doped with a small amount of
carbons [71]. Therefore, it is the p-p coupling interaction that determines the electronic
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and magnetic properties of 2p LE doped DMS, and free carriers play an essential role in
mediating the spin alignment in such DMS.
The magnetic mechanism of 2p LE doped DMSs is similar, but not the same, to the
defect related ferromagnetism in oxides. Both the 2p LE doped DMSs and cation de-
fect related DMSs are named “d0” DMSs due to without d or f orbitals participated
in the ferromagnetic coupling. The ferromagnetic mechanism of cation defect related
DMSs can be classified into color central theory,[92] molecular orbital theory,[119] and
cation vacancy defect mediated FM theory. [121] The spin polaron is the key part of
the color central theory, in which the carriers are localized. However, the carriers in 2p
LE doped DMSs are free, which mediate the long-range FM coupling. Elfimov et al:
proposed molecular orbital theory to explain the ferromagnetism in CaO with cation
vacancy defects. They argued that the ferromagnetism is formed due to a kind of molec-
ular Hund’s rule coupling with energetics determined by kinetic energy and symmetry
considerations rather than exchange interactions which is the main mechanism of ferro-
magnetism in 2p LE doped DMSs. Finally, Zunger et al: proposed the ferromagnetic
coupling between two cation vacancies is mediated by cation vacancy defects, but but
the ferromagnetic interaction between two vacancies extends only to four neighbors or
less. Thus, To achieve magnetic percolation on a fcc lattice with such an interaction
range one needs a minimum of 4.9% vacancies. However, the ferromagnetic exchange
interaction is mediated by carriers in the 2p LE doped DMSs, which allows very low
doping concentration to hold a long-range ferromagnetism. For example, the C-doped
ZnO shows room temperature ferromagnetism only with 1% doping concentration.[71].
In summary, the ferromagnetic model proposed in this thesis, the p-p exchange interac-
tion with free holes, is a whole new model compared to most models proposed before.
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It may be worth pointing out here that we mainly focus on the localized magnetic mo-
ment induced by substitutional doping at anion site. The doping solubility and mag-
netic exchange mechanism between the localized magnetic moments will be discussed
in the next section. Actually, many methods can be used to overcome the doping bot-
tleneck in semiconductors.[90] Moreover, three methods are proposed to enhance the
ferromagnetic exchange coupling between the localized magnetic moments in aniono-
genic DMSs, resulting in the enhancement of ferromagnetic stability.[91]
3.3 Method to enhance the ferromagnetic interaction
The stable ferromagnetism is necessary to the practical application of spintronics. There-
fore, the investigation of how to enhance the ferromagnetic coupling within the diluted
magnetic semiconductors becomes important. Here, we proposed three ways to enhance
the ferromagnetic interaction.
3.3.1 Additional hole doping
Either the substitution of O with C/N or N with C, the holes will be introduced into
the systems. As we discussed above, the origin of the magnetism is mediated by the
holes and the sufficient hole density is needed to turn on the magnetization. This is be-
cause when hole density approximates zero, the Fermi level lies just at the VBM, and
the D(Ef ) is close to zero, resulting in no magnetic moment because D(Ef )J < 1 due
to the “Stoner Criterion”. When there are more holes, the Fermi level moves into the
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valence band and the DOS at the Fermi level increases. When the hole concentration be-
comes large enough so thatD(Ef )J > 1, the system becomes spin polarized. However,
It is not easy to obtain magnetic moment and ferromagnetism only by injecting holes
uniformly into these systems. The reason is because for oxide and nitride semiconduc-
tors, p-type doping with a very high hole concentration is difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve because they have very low valence band energies. In the following, we will
discuss several approaches to enhance the magnetization through co-doping or quantum
confinement.
3.3.2 Cation and anion sites co-doping
Cation and anion sites co-doping is a method to enhance the FM coupling in DMS.
This is because by co-doping, we can increase local hole concentration at the anion site
so that the local DOS at the Fermi level and the exchange interaction are large. Thus,
magnetization can be achieved with a reasonable amount of global hole concentration.
As an example, we consider the case of N-doped ZnO. N has limited solubility in ZnO
(1%   3%) [69, 70] and ZnO:N is expected to be a weak ferromagnet. To increase the
N solubility and enhance ferromagnetism in ZnO:N, we propose a co-doping approach.
The conventional co-doping concept was proposed by Yamamoto and Katayama-Yoshida
[72] to solve the problem of doping asymmetry in ZnO. Two acceptors are combined
with a donor or an isovalent impurity to form an acceptor defect complex. By choosing
the co-doping element carefully, the acceptor defect complex can increase the solubil-
ity of the desired dopants and reduce the acceptor defect level. Following this concept,
Be-N co-doped ZnO was demonstrated, both theoretically and experimentally, to be a
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promising p-type ZnO [93, 94]. The concentration of N dopants was increased from 1%
to 7% with 4% Be co-doping [94]. Furthermore, the ionization energy of the N dopants
was reduced from 0.4 eV in ZnO:N [95] to 0.12-0.22 eV in Be-N co-doped ZnO [93].
Besides its high solubility in ZnO, Be was chosen as a candidate for co-doping of ZnO:N
in the present study because it is nonmagnetic and it does not have its own p electrons.
Therefore it would not interfere with the magnetic ordering in ZnO:N. Based on the ex-
perimental ratio of Be to N concentration [94] and the co-doping theory, a defect com-
plex consisting of one Be atom and two nitrogen atoms (Be+2N) is considered. Results
of our first-principles total-energy calculations indicate that the most stable configuration
of the Be+2N defect complex in ZnO is a N-Be-N structure in which the Be atom, sub-
stituting a cation, is between two satellite N atoms occupying the nearest-neighboring
O sites, similar to the Ga+2N complex in ZnO [73]. The calculated ionization energy
of this complex is 0.2 eV which is in good agreement with results of earlier DFT-LDA
calculations (0.12-0.22 eV) [93]. More importantly, this value is smaller than that of
ZnO:N (0.4 eV) [95]. Furthermore, our calculations show that the co-doping with Be
stabilizes the FM state within the same structure. The FM state of the two N dopants
in the Be+2N defect complex is energetically favored over the AFM state by 54 meV
which is larger than that of the same configuration but without Be co-doping (7 meV).
The enhancement of the FM state in ZnO:Be+2Nmay be attributed to the decrease in the
ionization energy of ZnO:N and lowering of the acceptor level by co-doping. This leads
to an increase in carrier concentration. Moreover, the short N-N distance can enhance
the p-p coupling interaction. It is noted that both the effects of increasing of carrier
concentration and enhancing of the p-p coupling interaction play a key role in the FM
coupling of the 2p LE doped DMS. Moreover, the ZnO:Be+2N can be expected to have
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a higher Curie temperature than ZnO:N due to the enhanced p-p coupling interaction in
the former[60].
Next, we consider the case of C-doped AlN. Li has been chosen as a substitution for Al
because it does not have magnetism and its own d or p electrons to interfere with mag-
netic ordering of the original system. We restrict our model to the following three typical
cases: (i) The “short” configuration, two C atoms with an intermediate or neighboring Li
atom, (ii) The “far” configuration, two C atoms both with a distant Li atom, and (iii) The
“interstitial” configuration, two C atoms with a distant interstitial Li. Our calculations
show that Li promotes the FM couplings between C pairs in all three cases, and for the
“far” configuration, the FM couplings are much improved, which is similar to the result
of Li and In codoping in ZnO:Co [96]. In the LiAl case, LiAl introduce holes, which
can enhance FM coupling. Although Li interstitial reduces holes, the distance of its two
neighboring carbon atoms is shorted, which enhances the p-p coupling. Overall, the FM
coupling is enhanced. In order to clearly understand the mechanism of enhancements of
FM states, the DOS of the “far” configuration are analyzed. Figure 3.7 shows the DOS
of AlN:2C and Li codoped AlN:2C. As can be seen, mixed valence bands are broadened
(increasing of 0.20 eV) by Li codoping. From such band broadening the FM state is
stabilized by energy gain. The underlying mechanism is that the substituted Li for Al
in AlN:C induces a nonspin polarized s-like state and a charge transfer from electrons
of minority spin of C-2p bands at the Fermi level since nitrogens neighboring Li are
electron deficient, thus increasing the local magnetic moments of C-2p and promoting
the p-p interaction of C-2p and N-2p states. Note that enhanced ferromagnetic couplings
between resonant impurity levels at parameters just lie at the point where the impurity
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states split off from the valence band [97]. Moreover, since Li, a light element, codop-
ing can increase the p-p interaction, the Tc values should be greater than that of original
AlN:C as a general tendency [85].
3.3.3 Quantum confinement effect
Here, we will give a brief discussion on that the quantum confinement effect can be
used to enhance hole-induced magnetization. To demonstrate this, we try to inject holes
into a ZnO nanowire. The surface dangling bonds of nanowires have been passivated by
pseudohydrogen atoms. For a parabolic band in one-dimensional systems, the DOS has
a singularity near the band edge: D / 1=p(E   E0). Thus, it is expected that even a
small number of holes can lead to spin-polarization in semiconducting nanowires. The
critical hole concentration of bulk AlN is about 0.70 per anion. The value is decreased to
0.13 in the AlN nanowire. Therefore, the quantum confinement effect is another method
to enhance hole-induced magnetization.
3.4 Chapter summary
In summary, 2p LE doped II-oxide and III-nitride semiconductors were studied and are
proposed to be potential candidates for novel DMS materials, which broadens the hori-
zon of currently known magnetic systems. Based on results of our first-principles cal-
culation, we propose p-p coupling interaction as the origin of ferromagnetic coupling in
such DMS. Furthermore, Be co-doped ZnO:N and Li co-doped AlN:C were investigated
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as the possible approach to stabilize and enhance the FM state of ZnO:N and AlN:C. It
would be interesting to grow these materials experimentally and to explore their appli-
cations. Based on the proposed mechanism of hole-mediated long-rang ferromagnetic
coupling interaction in II-oxide and III-nitride semiconductors, three ways are proposed
to enhance the magnetism in these diluted magnetic semiconductors. 1) additional hole
doping; 2) co-doping; 3)quantum confinement effect. These methods hold the promise





The emerging of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) over the past decade has stimulated
extensive research on magnetic metal-organic frameworks because of their potential ap-
plications in low-density magnetic materials, magnetic separation, magnetic molecular
sensors, and multifunctional materials.[98–106] As the structures of such MOFs are pre-
determined by the coordination geometry of the metal ions/metal-containing secondary
building units (SBUs) and the geometry of the organic linkers, some MOFs can be ra-
tionally designed and synthesized certain framework topologies, such as, paddle-wheel
M(II)-based SBUs (M = Zn2+ and Cu2+) [see Fig. 4.1].[107–112, 114, 115] This unique
feature has allowed us not only to tune the porosity of the frameworks for their appli-
cations in gas storage, separation, luminescent sensing and heterogeneous catalysis, but
also to tune their magnetic properties for the aforementioned applications. For example,
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Sun et al. proposed that hydrogen storage ability of MOF could be tuned by the spin state
of magnetic metallic ions.[113] The magnetic properties of MOFs are mainly attributed
to their metal ions, so typical metal ions/metal-containing SBUs for the construction of
magnetic MOFs should have unpaired electrons, thus Co2+/Co3+, Ni2+ and Fe2+/Fe3+
containing MOFs have been widely examined for their magnetic properties. But for
Cu(II)-based MOFs, it is well known that a strong superexchange and antiferromagnetic
(AFM) coupling between the d9 shell of two Cu(II) ions within one paddle-wheel Cu(II)-
based SBU which results in overall paired zero magnetic moment.[116, 117] Thus, fer-
romagnetic (FM) properties are not observed experimentally in most Cu(II) containing
MOFs, such as MOF-11 of PtS topology.[115] However, Williams et al: realized, for
the first time, FM feature in a 3D MOF (HKUST-1) with a Tc of 4.7 K.[107] Later
on, Zawototko et al: further discovered the structural dependent magnetic properties in
two 2D Cu(II) polymorphisms (Cu2(BDC)2 (BDC=Benzenedicarboxylate)).[108] The
framework with kagome (triangular) lattice displays well-defined hysteresis loop which
is characteristic of FM behavior, while the other framework of square lattice does not
show ferromagnetism.
Consequently, questions such as the following arise. Why do these Cu(II)-based MOF
with the same building blocks have totally different magnetic properties? What is the
origin of the local magnetic moments in these structures and how do these local mag-
netic moments couple each other to produce a collective magnetism? To date, there have
been no satisfactory answers to such questions and the mechanism of ferromagnetism
in these MOFs remains unclear. Model based on a strong AFM interaction between
the two Cu ions within a building block and a weak FM inter-block interaction was
proposed in HKUST-1-like MOFs.[107, 109] However, given the strong AFM coupling
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between the Cu ions within a building block and the large separation between the clus-
ters (9:5   14:4 A˚ in MOF-505), whether the AFM cluster can generate a sufficiently
large local moment is in question, and even if it does, how these local moments are cou-
pled over such a large distance is not trivial. In Cu2(BDC)2 polymorphisms, Zawototko
et al: illustrated that the differential ferromagnetism in triangular and square structures
is attributed to the spin frustration confined by the triangular arrangement of the Cu(II)
SBU building blocks. However, the spin frustration also needs net spin (local magnetic
moment) in each node (Cu(II) building block), which is absent in perfect Cu(II)-based
MOFs as discussed above.
In this chapter, using first-principles calculations combined with experiment, we give an
universal explanation on the magnetic mechanism in a series of Cu(II)-based MOFs, in-
cluding, MOF-505, MOF-11, HKUST-1, and two Cu2(BDC)2 (Triangular and square).
Defects are proposed to be the origin of local magnetic moment and the long-rang FM or-
dering is mediated by delocalized  electrons of the aromatic organic linkers. These two
factors (defects and aromatic linkers) determine the magnetic properties of Cu(II)-based
MOFs. We emphasize that this mechanism is different from the traditional understand-
ing of long-range interaction in defect-induced intrinsic ferromagnetism in solid-state
materials, such as nitrides and oxides, where direct overlap of extended wave functions
of the defects are essential for magnetic interaction.[118, 119]
The first-principles DFT calculation was performed by the pseudopotential plane wave
method as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP).[44] We
adopted the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) implemented by Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE)[76] for the exchange correlation energy functional with the spin-orbit
interaction. A plane-wave basis set was used to expand the Kohn-Sham orbitals with a
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500 eV kinetic energy cut-off. We optimized the lattice parameters and atom positions
using a conjugated-gradient algorithm by Hellmann-Feynman forces. In the relaxation
of the lattice parameters in the unit cells, a 3  3  3 Monkhorst and Pack scheme of
k-point sampling is used for integration over the first Brillouin zone. A single-point
calculation (k-mesh 1  1  1) was then performed to evaluate the internal energy in
the supercells. First, the lattice parameters and atomic position of the unit cell is opti-
mized. After that, the supercells are setup by multiplying the unit cell. The atoms in
the supercells of MOF-505, MOF-11, HKUST-1, and two Cu2(BDC)2 crystals are 384,
288, 204, 272, and 204 respectively. All atoms were allowed to relax in the optimiza-
tion until the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on them become less than 0.01 eV/A˚. In
order to eliminate the effect of spin on the structure optimization, electron spin correla-
tion is considered in the optimization calculation. Firstly, we test the strong-correlation
interaction (DFT+U) in our calculations since 3d transition metal, Cu, is the main com-
ponent in our models. However, we find that the on-site correlation effects affect little
on the magnetic properties of these MOFs. We believe that it is due to the large distance
(above 8 A˚) between Cu ions in defect models. Therefore, we do not consider the effect
of on-site repulsion in our following calculations.
After the structure optimization, we fix the electron spin orientation ("") of two Cu
ions in one Cu(II) SBU of a MOF-505 unitcell. And find that the energy is higher
than that of the ground state ("#) about 630 meV. In other word, additional 630 meV
energy is needed in order to obtain net spin in one node. (Fig. 4.2) In the defect models,
large supercells are used to eliminate the interaction of neighboring cells. The magnetic
moments of the ground state of MOF-505, MOF-11, HKUST-1, and two Cu2(BDC)2
crystals are 1.71 B, 0 B, 1.80 B, 2.0 B, and 1.79 B respectively. The FM ("")
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Table 4.1: Magnetic properties of dimeric Cu(II) SBU-baed MOFs. E = EFM  
EAFM ; d =distance between two vacancies; MM=magnetic moment; Tc=Currie Tem-
perature.
MOF Linker E d MM Tc
(meV) (A˚) (B) (K)
MOF-505 aromatic -59 14.4 1.71 11
Cu2(BDC)2 aromatic -32 13.8 1.79 -
square frame
Cu2(BDC)2 aromatic -82 8.0 2.00 >5
triangular frame
KHUST-1 aromatic -40 9.5 1.80 4.7
MOF-11 adamantane 0 14.2 0 0
and AFM ("#) state are defined as the spin orientation of two Cu ions in two defective
nodes. The energy difference between FM and AFM (EFM   EAFM ) are 59 meV,
40 meV, 82 meV, and 32 meV, respectively in MOF505, HKUST-1, and two Cu2(BDC)2
crystals. (Table 4.1) It means that these four structures are ferromagnetic, which is in
good agreement with the experimental results.[107, 111, 114, 115]
In the experiment, the samples were sealed in a straw (provided by Quantum Design
Inc.) with a very weak magnetic interference from outside (< 10.6 emu), so that the
magnetic signal of the samples can be accurately measured without the magnetic affect
of the containers. The susceptibility was measured by applying a magnetic field of
5 KOe and the temperature range was from 2 to 300 K.
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4.2 Results and discussion
4.2.1 Theoretical results
It is well known that local magnetic moments can be produced by defects in various
crystals. Since the AFM coupled Cu ions in the Cu(II) SBU is unlikely to produce any
local magnetic moment, and simple defects such as vacancies are the most common
defects in crystal growth of MOFs, it is natural to examine models based on such simple
defects.
To delineate the formation of local moments and investigate the roles of long-range
magnetic interaction in Cu(II)-based MOFs, MOF-505 is used as an example. At first,
we consider first a single copper vacancy (VCu) which is modeled by removing a copper
atom in the unit cell of MOF-505 [see Fig. 4.3]. It is fond that VCu favors a spin-
polarized state and the polarization energy (energy difference between the spin-polarized
state and non-spin-polarized state) is 199 meV. Each Cu vacancy introduces a magnetic
moment of 0.73 B in MOF-505.
To investigate VCu induced magnetism, we calculated the spin density of MOF-505
with VCu states. Figure 4.3 displays an isosurface of spin density of MOF-505 with
one and two copper vacancies. It is clear that the defect states are mainly localized
on the neighboring O and C atoms of the copper vacancy [see Figs.4.3(b)], and there-
fore are of characteristic of p-orbitals. It is similar to vacancy-induced d0 ferromagnetic
semicondutors.[118] This localized defect state leads to a spin-polarized ground state
and results in a local magnetic moment of  0:73 B per Cu vacancy, indicating that
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram showing assembly of MOF-505 (d) and MOF-11 (e)
from a basic “paddle-wheel-like” building unit (a), a rigid organic linker with aromatic
properties (b), and an adamantane cluster linker (c).
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Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic spin frustration in spin-1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnetism.
Each node of triangular lattice should have net spins. (b) It is difficult to make elec-
trons of the two Cu ions in Cu(II)-cluster aligning parallel so that to generate net spin in
one node because of the calculated spin flipping energy is very large (630 meV/per pair
Cu(II)). (c) The intrinsic copper vacancy defects are proposed for the observed ferro-
magnetism (FM) in Cu(II)-based MOFs. Note that the net spins in A and B points have
the parallel alignment (the energy difference between FM and AFM is -32-82 meV in
two Cu2(BDC)2 frameworks, HKUST-1, and MOF-505.
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Figure 4.3: (a), (b), and (c) show the spin densities of MOF-505 without defect, with a
single copper vacancy and with a pair of copper vacancies, respectively. The distance
between the two vacancies is indicated. The isovalues are 0.03 e/A˚3.
Figure 4.4: The spin density at each atom in MOF-11 perfect crystal (a) and with one
VCu (b) and with two VCu (c) states.
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Figure 4.5: Radial charge distribution (4r2(r)) for the O and C 2p atomic orbitals and
the Cu 3d orbitals. The widths of these atomic orbitals are evaluated in accordance to
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of corresponding peaks.
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Figure 4.6: The temperature dependent susceptibility of MOF-505 measured at 5 KOe.
The inset shows the 1=  T curve in the temperature ranging from 2 to 65 K. The solid
line in insert is the curve fitted to the Curie-Weiss law. (b) The magnetic hysteresis loop
of MOF-505 at 5 K and 20 K.
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Figure 4.7: (a)-(d) The temperature dependent susceptibility of MOF-505 under the
magnetic fields of 0.1, 0.5, 10 and 30 kOe.
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VCu is responsible for the net spin and thus the origin of the local moments. For com-
parison, we performed similar calculations on another MOF compound, MOF-11 [see
Fig. 4.4],[115] which has the same Cu(II) building block as MOF-505, and obtained a
polarization energy of 136 meV, and a magnetic moment of 0:97 B per Cu vacancy
for MOF-11. This confirms that the local magnetic moments in MOFs are provided by
copper vacancies in the Cu(II) building block.
With this understanding on the origin of local magnetic moments, we next investigate
the long-range magnetic coupling between the local moments. It is generally believed
that extended tails of defect wavefunctions are responsible for mediation of long-range
exchange interaction between defect induced local moments, which is the mechanism
of magnetic coupling in defective nitrides and oxides.[118–120] However, there is a
limit on the range of such interaction. Osorio-Guillen et al. argued that ferromagnetic
interaction between two vacancies is effective up to four neighbors.[121] For example,
wavefunction of oxygen 2p orbital around a Ca vacancy in CaO extends no more than
5.5 A˚.[121] In the MOF-505 and MOF-11, the defect states are mainly localized on
neighboring anions around the copper vacancies, which is similar to that of nitrides and
oxides. However, the distance between the vacancies is from 9.5 A˚ to 14.4 A˚ which
is much longer than the above coupling range. We also studied the spatial extensions
of C 2p and Cu 3d orbitals and found that the C 2p orbitals have similar localization
as O 2p while the 3d orbitals of Cu is more localized than the above 2p orbitals (see
Fig. 4.5). This indicates that neither the 2p orbitals of C or O nor the 3d orbitals of
Cu have wavefunctions with sufficient spatial extension to mediate the long-rang mag-
netic coupling in MOF and we must seek an alternative mechanism that can couple
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the defect induced local magnetic moments ferromagnetically at low temperature. Re-
cently, it was proposed that delocalized  electrons in graphene are able to mediate mag-
netic coupling over a long range in defect-induced “Stoner” magnetism,[122–124] and
the coupling distance, between local moments induced by carbon vacancies, can reach
20 A˚ in graphene.[124] Note that a well known theory, carrier-mediated ferromagnetism,
in defect related ferromagnetism in semiconductors is also not suitable to explain such
long-distance ferromagnetic couping interaction. It is because the carrier mobility in
graphene (106cm2=V s) is much higher than that in semiconductors (103cm2=V s). In
MOF-505, the Cu(II) SBUs are linked by biphenyl aromatic chains, similar to the con-
jugated  electrons in graphene. It is not unreasonable to speculate that ferromagnetic
coupling between local magnetic moments induced by Cu vacancies in MOFs is medi-
ated by these delocalized  electrons in the aromatic linkers.
To verify this speculation, we introduced a pair of copper vacancies into the supercells
of MOF-505 and MOF-11 [see Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4]. As mentioned before, the two
MOFs consist of the same Cu(II) SBUs but different linkers. The linker in MOF-505
is an aromatic organic chain with delocalized  electrons, but that in MOF-11 is an
adamantane, without delocalized  electrons [See Fig. 4.1]. A two copper vacancy
structure is simulated by removing one copper atom from each two neighboring unit cell
of MOF-505 andMOF-11.[see Fig. 4.3 and 4.4] They are separated by 14.4 A˚ and 14.2 A˚
respectively. Based on our spin-polarized total energy calculations, MOF-505 favors
FM coupling (EFM   EAFM =  59 meV), resulting in a magnetic moment of 1.17 B.
In contrast, the FM and AFM states of MOF-11 have comparable energies. We also
compared the spin-projected local densities of states (LDOS) at the vacancies of the FM
and the AFM states and found their LDOS are identical except the different orientations
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of the local magnetic moments. It means that there exists no interaction between two
VCu in MOF-11. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the spin densities of MOF-505 and MOF-11,
respectively. It is clear that aromatic linker mediates the magnetic coupling in MOF-505
but the adamantane linker does not in MOF-11. In MOF-505, the FM order of defects
competes with the AFM of Cu(II) SBUs. If the defect concentration is sufficiently high
at low temperature, MOF-505 shows ferromagnetism, but not in MOF-11, which is in
agreement with earlier experimental result.[115]
Our theoretical studies also predict that HKUST-1 and two kagome Cu2(BDC)2 frame-
work exhibit long-range magnetic ordering.[see Table.4.1] The experimental determined
Tc of about 4.7 K in HKUST-1 and hight Tc in triangular Cu2(BDC)2 framework from
the published magnetic data further confirmed our copper vacancy defect model to ra-
tionalize the magnetic properties of such Cu(II)-based MOFs. It needs to be noted that,
based on our results of theoretical calculations, the square Cu2(BDC)2 framework should
also demonstrate long-range magnetic ordering, although its Tc might be lower than 4.7
K in HKUST-1. It explains why the square Cu2(BDC)2 framework was not observed to
be ferromagnetic at 5 K.[111]
It may be worth pointing out that the organic molecular linker in MOF-505 is differ-
ent from a usual biphenyl group. Due to the constraint of the network structure, the
biphenyl group in MOF-505 is planar structure, and thus an excellent conjugated system
which might differentiate its high Tc of 11 K from single benzene conjugated systems in
Cu2(BDC)2 and HKUST-1.
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4.2.2 Experimental results
To support our calculational results, we carried out experiment to measure the mag-
netic properties of MOF-505. Single crystal MOF-505 was synthesized using the same
method as reported elsewhere.[114] Its 3D network structure composes of the paddle-
wheel-like Cu(II) SBU linked by organic BPTC4  chains, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The
magnetic properties are measured using a superconductor quantum interference device
(SQUID). The susceptibility was measured by applying a magnetic field of 5 KOe and
the temperature range was 2 to 300 K. The magnetic properties of copper (II) dinuclear
carboxylate clusters were measured first. The measured susceptibility of the copper(II)
dinuclear cluster shows that the molecule is antiferromagntic which is in good agree-
ment with earlier experiments.[116] As a matter of fact, the organic molecular chain is
a biphenyl group (see Fig. 4.1) and is typically nonmagnetic. However, when these two
components are incorporated into a single crystal MOF-505, it shows a complete differ-
ent magnetic property. Figure 4.6 shows the dependence of susceptibility of MOF-505
on temperature. At low temperature, the material shows an unexpected weak ferromag-
netic property. Furthermore, We also varied the field strength from 100 Oe to 50 KOe
and found no noticeable changes in the -T curve. We fitted the susceptibility data of






(T   Tc) (4.1)
where  is the magnetic susceptibility, C is the Curie constant, and Tc is the Curie
temperature, and obtained a Tc of 11 K, as shown in the insert of Fig. 4.6(a). The positive
Curie temperature indicates a weak-ferromagnetism at low temperature, which can also
be proved by the magnetic hysteresis loop at 5 K shown in Fig. 4.6(b). The value of Tc of
MOF-505 is higher than that of HKUST-1 (4.7 K)[107], and square Cu2(BDC)2 [111],
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giving a good support to our calculational results. Moreover, the magnetic susceptibility
is not affected by the strength of the magnetic field as shown in figure 4.7.
4.3 Chapter summary
In conclusion, we give a model to explain the abnormal magnetic properties of Cu(II)
SBU-based MOFs with experimental support. Copper vacancies are responsible for the
formation of local magnetic moments. Intrinsic ferromagnetism in the MOFs with aro-
matic chains is mediated by delocalized  electrons of the aromatic organic linkers. This
mechanism of ferromagnetic coupling over a considerably long-range is fundamentally




1D atomic carbon chains
5.1 Introduction
Compared with silicon nanowires, which have been utilized in many practical device ap-
plications [126–129] with considerable theoretical support [130–133], carbon nanowires
have attracted less attention due to the limitation of synthetic and fabrication technolo-
gies. [134–139] Recently, two experimental groups have successfully carved out atomic
carbon wires (carbon chains) from graphene with a high energy electron beam [140–
142]. These carbon wires are longer and more stable than what has been previously
synthesized using other methods [134, 138]. Moreover, these carbon wires are derived
from graphene constrictions and can be easily used for transport measurement. From ex-
perimental point of view, this method avoids the difficulty of transferring carbon wires
to substrates and coating metallic electrodes because their parent, graphene, is already
on a substrate and can be used as electrodes directly [143]. On the other hand, graphene
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nanoribbons (GNRs), another kind of one-dimensional (1D) carbon materials, shows
promise for future generations of transistors [144–154]. GNR-based transistors with
large on-off states have been experimentally demonstrated [152, 153, 155]. However,
research on GNRs is still in the early stage, in part because two challenges currently
hamper the practical application of GNRs in field-effect transistors (FETs). One is
the difficulty to get sub-10-nm width semiconducting GNRs, due to the limitation of
the current lithography technique [152, 153]. The other is the chirality of electrons in
graphene. Without appropriate crystallographically defined configurations (i.e., zigzag
or armchair edges), the conductive channels of GNR-based devices will be irregular
[148]. Currently, the extreme chirality dependence of metallic or semiconducting nature
also hinders the progress of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in FETs. [156, 157]
Linear atomic carbon wires (carbon chains), regarded as the extremely narrow GNR
(sub-nanometer width), can be used as a transport channel or on-chip interconnects
for molecular electronic or spintronic nanodevices[158, 159]. This choice could by-
pass the above two challenges by eliminating the need for sorting through a pile of
GNRs or CNTs of different chirality since linear carbon wires are not chiral. However,
whether these carbon atomic wires are conducting remains an open question[142, 160–
162]. Theoretically, several groups have made predictions on the conductance of car-
bon atomic wires connected between carbon-wire electrodes (sp connection) (see Figure
5.1(a)) or carbon nanotube or metal electrodes (sp3 connection) (see Figure 5.1(c) and
5.1(d))[163–172]. Lang et al: predicted odd-even atom dependent conductance oscilla-
tion of carbon wires and the odd-numbered atomic carbon wire has a large conductance
due to its high density of states at the Fermi level [164]. However, Zhou et al: pro-
posed that the conductance of even-numbered wires is larger than the odd-numbered
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wires and the conductance oscillation is damped due to charge-transfer from electrodes
to carbon wires [166]. Besides the conductance, the unique I-V curve of linear atomic
carbon wires is also widely investigated. Guo and Louie theoretically predicted neg-
ative differential residence (NDR) in carbon wires between metal and capped carbon
nanotube electrodes[170, 171], which has been observed experimentally later [138].
Most theorists conclude that linear atomic carbon wires should have good conductance
(12 G0(G0 = 2e2=h), where e and h are electron charge and Planck’s constant re-
spectively) between either bulk or nano electrodes. However, Yuzvinsky et al: experi-
mentally reported that the conductance of carbon wires is an order of magnitude lower
than theoretical prediction [138]. Ravagnan et al: believed that the electronic proper-
ties of sp carbon wires are sensitive to the sp2 or sp3 terminations [173] and Brandbyge
et al: also proposed that transport properties depend on the detailed structure of the elec-
trodes [167]. Therefore, with the fabrication of stable linear atomic wires of carbon from
graphene, systematic research on their electron transport becomes important, especially
for carbon wires bridging graphene via sp2 connections. These carbon wire-graphene
junctions can be regarded as one kind of all carbon composite devices[148, 174–176].
Moreover, the study of the transport of spin current is important for zigzag GNR-based
spin-electronic devices since spin-polarization of zigzag GNRs is well known [150]. Re-
cently, Zeng et al: studied the spin-transport property in zigzag graphene nanoribbon-
carbon chain junctions. Perfect spin-valve and spin-filter effects were discovered in
these all-carbon composite spintronics devices[177]. Very recently, Furst et al: pro-
posed atomic carbon chains as spin-filters when joining two graphene flakes and the
spin-polarization of the transmission can be controlled by the electrical gate, chemical
or mechanical modification[178].
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Spintronics, spin electronics, exploits the intrinsic spin degree of freedom of the elec-
tron. Several carbon-based materials were proposed for spintronics applications, such
as graphene and carbon nanotubes. Graphene can be used as a spin valleytronics de-
vice by adjusting its band valley[180] and Zigzag edged GNRs were predicted to be
half-metallic under an electrical field, which can be used in spintronics devices. [181]
Tombros et al: studied spin-diffusion in graphene device and observed long spin flip
time/length.[182] Kim et al: predicted a very large value of magnetoresistance in a
GNR-based all-carbon FET as a spin valve.[183–185] Very recently, Ravagnan et al:
found that the electronic states and spin magnetization of carbon chains could be changed
if the graphene leads were rotated at different degree with respect to each other.[186]
Karpan et al: predicted that graphene can be a perfect spin filter when it is connected
to ferromagnetic leads.[187] Carbon atomic chains have also been theoretically stud-
ied as perfect spin filters between nonmagnetic Au electrodes or spin-valves between
Al electrodes under magnetic fields.[188, 189] Moreover, modified carbon chains have
been predicted to be good spin-filters or spin-valves. For example, Yang et al: discov-
ered half-metallic properties of carbon nanowire inside a single-walled CNTs[190] and
Senapati et al: predicted large magnetoresistance in Co-terminal carbon chains between
Au electrodes.[191] Besides the metallic leads, GNRs or CNTs also can be used as leads
in spintronics devices for spin injection.[192–196] Ke et al: and Koleini et al: proposed
organometallic molecules as spin-filters when bridging CNT leads.[195, 196] However,
there have been few reports on spin-filter and spin-valve effects in a single spintronics
device especially in carbon-based nanodevices.
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Carbon chain lead Carbon chain lead
Carbon ribbon lead Carbon ribbon lead
Carbon tube lead Carbon tube lead
Metal bulk lead Metal bulk lead
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagrams of different configurations of carbon wires and elec-
trodes. A linear atomic carbon wire has (a) sp connection with carbon wire leads; (b)
sp2 connection with carbon ribbon leads (optimized); (c) sp3 connection with capped
carbon tube leads; (d) sp3 connection with metal leads.
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surface layers
















Figure 5.2: Schematic diagrams of two-probe systems. Metallic zigzag graphene
nanoribbon electrodes bridged by (a) a perfect linear single carbon wire. The width of
the electrode (i) is labeled in (a); (b) a single carbon wire with an oxygen atom adsorp-
tion; (c) a single carbon wire with a hydrogen atom adsorption; (d) linear double carbon
wires; (e) a linear single carbon wire with a six-membered carbon ring (benzene).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
zigzag
Figure 5.3: Three optimized structural configurations of carbon wire-graphene junc-
tions. (a) five-membered carbon ring (b) six-membered carbon ring (c) three-membered
carbon ring. The six-membered ring connection structure is the most energetical favor
than the other two. Three different connection-points are labeled as (1,6), (2,5) and (3,4).








































Figure 5.4: (a) The transmission spectrum of C7 with the zigzag connecting edge. (b)
The transmission spectrum of C7 with the reconstructed (57) zigzag edge. As can be
seen, the connecting edge (zigzag or armchair) does not obviously affect the transport
property near the Fermi level. But the edge reconstruction does a strong suppression of
transmission (50%) due to the disruption of edge states.
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C7 carbon chain between 
armchair-edge graphene nanoribbon electrodes
Figure 5.5: The transmission of a C7 carbon chain between armchair-edge graphene
nanoribbon electrodes (i = 7). There is a poor conductance near the Fermi level due the
semiconducting property of armchair-edge GNR electrodes.
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5.2 Computational details
Geometry optimization is performed for the scattering region (see Fig. 5.2) using quasi-
Newton method[197] until the absolute value of force acting on each atom is less than
0.05 eV/A˚. We also optimize the scattering region using first-principles method (VASP
code)[58] until the force become less than 0.01 eV/A˚ and have not found distinct dif-
ference between structures obtained using these two methods. The electron transport
calculations are performed using nonequilibruim Green’s function method combined
with density functional theory within the Landauer formalism implemented in ATK
[198, 199]. The Perdew-Zunger exchange and correlation functional within the local
density approximation is used. The single- plus polarization (SZP) basis set is used
for H atoms, and the double- (DZP) basis set is used for C atoms in order to pre-
serve a correct description of -conjugated bonds. The energy cutoff is 150 Ry and a
k-mesh of 11100 was used. Three structural configurations of carbon wire-graphene
junctions (five-, six-, and three-membered rings) are investigated (see Fig. 5.3). The
six-membered ring configuration in Fig. 5.3 is energetically more stable. Moreover, the
influence of the connection-point [Fig. 5.3], edge-reconstruction [Fig. 5.4] and connect-
ing edge [Fig. 5.5] on the transport are investigated. Our calculations show that there
is no obviously influence on the transport property by changing the connection-point,
connecting edge and edge-passivation except the case of edge-reconstruction. This is
because the electronic transport is mainly along the edge of GNR electrodes. Only
a disruption of the edge states, such as edge-reconstruction, gives rise to a suppres-
sion of transmission. Therefore, the six-membered ring configuration with the central
connection-point and hydrogen passivated GNR electrodes in Fig. 5.3 is used in our
subsequent calculations.
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5.3 Charge and spin transport in atomic carbon wires
Firstly, we investigate the electronic and spintronic transport properties of sp carbon
wires connected between graphene electrodes with sp2 connection (see Figure 5.1b).
Moreover, some imperfect carbon wires are also studied. Different from sp connections
(carbon wire-carbon wire junctions) or sp3 connections (carbon wire-metal and carbon
wire-carbon nanotube junctions), the sp2 connections (carbon wire-graphene junctions)
show some unique electron transport properties. For example, (i) only one transport
channel is entirely open in contrast to two for sp and sp3 connections. (ii) The oscillation
characteristic of conductance disappears if the carbon wires are long enough. (iii) The
conductance of atomic carbon wires is not affected by hydrogen impurities and structural
imperfections in carbon wires, such as structural distortion. (iv) Double atomic carbon
wires show negative differential resistance effect. The oxygen impurities, as the epoxy
group (see Fig. 5.2b), in this system dramatically decreases the conductance. Based on
this, the experimentally observed low conductance of carbon wires may be due to the
epoxy groups.
Moreover, we explore spin-dependent electron transport in the same model. When
spin polarized electrons are injected into carbon chains from metallic GNR leads, the
transport channel of majority-spin () is fully open while that for minority-spin () is
blocked. The carriers are thus 100% polarized which is ideal for spin filters. Moreover,
we study magnetoresistance (MR) by changing the spin orientations of the two leads.
Very large values of MR, up to 106%, are observed in the same model. We studied
carbon chains with length varying from 3 to 16 atoms and find that these two novel
spin-related properties are independent of the length of carbon chains.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The length dependent conductance oscillation of a single carbon wire-
graphene junction. The inset shows that the width of GNR electrodes dependent con-
ductance. (b) Amount of transferred charge as a function of the number of carbon atoms
in the wire. The inset shows amount of transferred charge per carbon atom as a func-
tion of the length of the wire in the wire. Both of them show an oscillatory property.
(c)-(d) Density of states (DOS) and spatial local density of states (LDOS) of carbon
wire-graphene junctions with fifteen and sixteen carbon atoms. DOS spectrum is dis-
continue with some singularities. The peak at the Fermi level indicates that both C15
and C16 have good conductance and a disappearance of the odd-even effect. (e) The
eigenstate of a sixteen carbon atom model and (f) is the axis-view of the eigenstate. (g)
Schematically illustrates the transport channel in carbon wire-graphene junctions. It is
derived from the overlap of delocalized big  orbitals of graphene nanoribbons and the
py orbital of carbon chains. Z axis is alone the carbon wire direction.
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 4  surface layers
 8  surface layers
 16 surface layers
Figure 5.7: Different width surface layers of seven carbon chains are tested in order to
investigate the effect of distance between the two electrodes. This is because enough
surface layers are essential in order to properly screen the induced electric field between
two close electrodes. As can be seen, the transport property of the carbon chains does
not change appreciably when the surface layers are four or more.
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5.3.1 Charge transport in atomic carbon wires
Figures 5.2(a)-(e) schematically show the atomic structures used in our calculations.
Metallic Zigzag GNRs are chosen as the electrodes since armchair GNRs are semi-
conducting and have poor conductance (see Figure 5.5). The width of zigzag GNR
electrodes and the distance between two electrodes are investigated. The inset of Fig-
ure 5-6(a) shows the dependence of conductance of C7 and C8 on the width of GNR
electrodes. As can be seen, the width of the GNR electrodes does not have an obvious
effect on the conductance, due to the fact that only the edge state contributes to transport
property of zigzag GNRs. Besides the width of electrodes, different widths of surface
layers (see Fig. 5.2) are also tested in order to investigate the influence of distance be-
tween the two electrodes (see Figure 5.7). Since the distance between two electrodes
is composed of molecules and surface layers (see Fig. 5.2), enough surface layers are
essential in order to properly screen the induced electric field between two electrodes
separated by a short distance. Our calculations show that the transport property of the
carbon chains does not change appreciably when the surface layers are four or more.
Therefore, six electrode layers and four surface layers are used in subsequent calcu-
lations. Besides perfect single linear carbon wires consisting odd or even number of
carbon atoms (Fig. 5.2(a)), we also study carbon wires with structural defects, such as
wires adsorbed with hydrogen, oxygen, and a wire containing six-membered carbon ring
in the middle as well as double carbon wires (Figs. 5.2(b)-(e)). Cases shown in Figure
5.2(d) and 5.2(e) have been observed in experiment with a high probability [141, 142].
Moreover, we only focus on the charge transport property in this manuscript since the
spin-polarized calculation produces similar results on the oscillatory conductance.[177]
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Figure 5.8: (a)-(d) The optimized scattering region of C7, C8, C15, and C16 structures.
the wires consisting of odd number of carbon atoms favor cumulene (  C=C=C=C  )
((a) and (c)), but those consisting of even number of carbon atoms prefer polyyne ( 
CC CC  ) ((b) and (d)).
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Figure 5.9: (a)-(f) Electron density of carbon wire-graphene junctions (the iso-value is
0.03 e/A˚3. The different bonding configurations of odd-numbered carbon wires (a) and
even-numbered carbon wires (b) can be seen from their electron density distribution.
The adsorbed oxygen atom (c), apt to epoxy, which can block the electrical current due
to the electron trap property of oxygen atoms. The calculated conductance of double
wires is less than twice of a singe wire. This is due to the spatial overlapping of electron
cloud between two wires as shown in (e).
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Figure 5.10: (a) Molecular orbitals of a free odd-numbered carbon wire (molecule) with
(N  1)=2 fully occupied HOMO. (b) A free carbon wire is coupled with electrodes and
charge-transfer occurs which make empty LUMO of the free carbon wire becoming par-
tially occupied. (c) Alignment of the Fermi level of electrodes and a partially occupied
HOMO, resulting in electron transport from left electrode to right electrode. (d) Molec-
ular orbitals of a free even-numbered carbon wire with N=2 fully occupied HOMO and
one half-occupied HOMO. (e) A free carbon wire is coupled with electrodes and charge-
transfer occurs which make the half-occupied HOMO becoming partially occupied. (f)
Alignment of the Fermi level of electrodes and a partially occupied HOMO.
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The optimized structures of C7, C8, C15 and C16 are shown in Figure 5.8(a)-(d). As we
can see, the wires with odd numbered carbon atoms favor cumulene (  C=C=C=C 
) (Fig. 5.8(a) and 5.8(c)), but those consisting even number of carbon atoms prefer
polyyne (  CC CC  ) (Fig. 5.8(b) and 5.8(d)). The values of bond length alter-
nation of short chains are in good agreement with other reported values [142, 163, 164,
179]. The different bond configurations of carbon wires consisting odd or even number
of carbon atoms are also observed in their electron density distribution (see Figure 5.9).
Based on the optimized structures (scattering region) above, we next calculate the trans-
mission coefficient of carbon wire-graphene junctions with carbon wire length ranging
from three to thirty two. As shown in Fig. 5.6(a), the conductance of the carbon wire
shows a damped oscillatory behavior. The atomic carbon wires consisting of odd number
of carbon atoms have conductance close to (G0), indicating ballistic electronic transport
in these wires while the ones consisting of even number of carbon atoms have much
lower conductance particularly for short wires. This oscillation has been partially un-
derstood in the cases of metal electrodes.[164] In a free standing carbon wire with N
atoms, there are (N 1)=2 fully occupied p orbitals for oddN and (N=2) 1 fully occu-
pied plus one half-filled p orbital for evenN . (see Figure 5.10). However, when the wire
is in contact with metallic electrodes, it can accept electrons from the electrodes and add
a new unoccupied p orbital for oddN and fill the partially occupied p orbital for evenN .
The electronic structure of free carbon wires is modified by the electrodes. Therefore,
the molecule-lead interaction may result in the odd-even conductance oscillation.
To further understand the characteristics of this oscillatory behavior especially the bal-
listic transport observed in odd or long wires, we systematically study the electronic
structural modification of the wires by the electrodes. Firstly, the molecule-lead charge
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transfer is investigated (see Fig. 5.6(b)). As can be seen, both the total charge trans-
fer from the lead to the wire and charge transfer per carbon atom show an oscillatory
property similar to that exhibited by conductance property. The charge-transfer from
the low-bias lead to molecules affects the conductance of the system. As we know, the
molecule-lead coupling is reflected by the electronic structure of the molecule-lead sys-
tem, which is provided by the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level. High DOS leads
to a high conductance and thus the calculated oscillatory behavior of the conductance
can be explained by the electronic structure of the molecule-lead system. For example,
the DOS of C7 and C8 at the Fermi level are shown in Figure 5.11. As can be seen, the
DOS of C7 at the Fermi level is higher than that of C8. Therefore, the transmission of C7
at the Fermi level is higher than that of C8. Besides the oscillatory conductance in short
chains, it is interesting to note that the odd-even oscillatory behavior in the conductance
gradually disappears when the wire becomes long (Fig. 5.6(a)). When the carbon wires
are long enough, the conductance becomes constant (1 G0) which is the value of bal-
listic transport via one eigenchannel. For example, the transmission eigenvalues of both
C15 and C16 are close to one (see Fig. 5.6(a)). From a physical point of view, a trans-
mission eigenvalue close to one means that the incoming wave function is not scattered.
This interesting phenomenon indicates that the conductance is essentially not affected by
the odd-even effect in carbon wire-graphene junctions if the wire is long enough. This
trend can be understood since the effect of electrode on the electronic structure of a long
wire is smaller than that of a short wire, which is also reflected by the DOS at the Fermi
level of the molecule-lead system. For example, the density of states of C15 and C16
structures including the electrodes are plotted in Figure 5.6(c) and 5.6(d), respectively.
In contrast to continuous DOS of carbon wires between metallic electrodes [164], some
singularities occur in the DOS as in the case of carbon nanotubes [156], especially, a
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peak occurs at the Fermi level in both C15 and C16, leading to the corresponding perfect
conductance. The fact that both C15 and C16 have peaks at the Fermi level explains why
long carbon wires have similar transport properties independent on the number of car-
bon atoms. The spatial local density of states at the Fermi level of C15 and C16 are also
plotted in Fig. 5.6(c) and 5.6(d), where perfect conductance is suggested in both C15 and
C16.
Next, we discuss the reason why there is only one eigenchannel in wire-graphene junc-
tions, but two in wire-wire and wire-metal systems. The eigenstates of C16 are shown
in Fig. 5.6(e) and its axis view is shown in Fig. 5.6(f). It can be seen that only the py
channel (y is the direction perpendicular to the graphene plane) is fully open. In general,
transmission eigenstates indicate the electronic states that contribute to the conductance.
Figure 5.6(g) schematically shows that only py channel of carbon wires overlaps with
the delocalized big  orbital of graphene, thus only the py transport channel contributes
to the conductance. As for carbon wire-wire junctions (see Figure 5.1(a)), both px and
py orbitals of carbon wires and carbon wire electrodes overlap since the scattering re-
gion and the electrodes are the same. There are also two open channels in wire-metal
junctions (see Figure 5.1(d)) due to the Fermi sea of free electrons in metal electrodes.
There is a high probability to form double atomic carbon wires and six-membered car-
bon ring embedded in a carbon wire in the experiment of from graphene constrictions to
carbon wires by Chuvilin and Jin [141, 142] (see the insets of Fig. 5.12(a) and 5.12(b)).
Moreover, as we know, hydrogen and oxygen impurities are the most common defects in
experiments and the most stable structures of hydrogen and oxygen impurities on carbon
are CH- and epoxy structure. Therefore, besides a single carbon wire, we also investigate
the electron transmission of these imperfect carbon wires (see Figs.5.2(b)-(e)). Figure
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Figure 5.11: the DOS of C7 and C8 at the Fermi level.
5.12 shows their transmission spectra (Magnified views of 5.12(c) and 5.12(d) near the
Fermi level are shown in Figure 5.13). Surprisingly, except for the oxygen impurity un-
der a low bias, the conductance is against all imperfections in the wire structures. The
inset of Fig. 5.12(d) shows that the oxygen atom blocks the transmission eigenstate from
the left to the right electrode. This is because oxygen atoms act as electron “traps” and
form localized states of electrons. Yuzvinsky et al: found that the observed conductance
of carbon wires to be an order of magnitude lower than what was predicted under low bi-
ases [138]. Ruitenbeek believed that the structure in Yuzvinsky’s experiments was not a
perfect carbon wires, and the impurity responds to the low measured conductance [160].
Chen et al: illustrated that the experimentally observed low conductance (off state) is
due to a small number of carbon atoms in a different meta-stable state [162]. However,
based on results of our calculation, the epoxy group (oxygen impurity) may be an origin
of low conductance of carbon wires observed in experiment. Note that the specific con-
ductance of double wires (1.47 G0) is not exactly twice of the value of an independent
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Figure 5.12: Transmission spectra of graphene bridged by double carbon wires (a), a
carbon wire with six-membered carbon ring (b), a carbon wire with a hydrogen atom
adsorption (c), and an oxygen atom adsorption (d). The inset of (a) and (b) shows ex-
perimental observation. The inset of (c) and (d) shows the spatial LDOS (at the Fermi
energy) of a carbon wire with a hydrogen atom adsorption and an oxygen atom adsorp-
tion.
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Figure 5.13: (a) The enlarged view of the transmission spectrum of hydrogen adsorbed
C8 near the Fermi level. (b) The enlarged view of the transmission spectrum of oxygen
adsorbed C8 near the Fermi level.
carbon wire (1.0 G0). This is due to the overlapping of electron cloud of two wires (see
Figure 5.9(e)).
Finally, we show in Fig. 5.14 the I-V curve of both perfect single carbon wires and
imperfect wires are plotted in Fig. 5.14, which are calculated from,
I = G0
Z
T (E; Vb)[fl(E)  fr(E)]dE (5.1)
where fl(r)(E) are the Fermi distribution functions at left (right) electrode, respectively.
T (E; Vb) is the transmission coefficient at energy E and bias voltage Vb. The I-V curve
shows that the double atomic carbon wire system exhibit negative differential resistance
(NDR) [169, 171, 200, 201], with dips in the current occurring between 1.2 to 1.8 eV
for the wires consisting of odd number of carbon atoms and 1.4 to 2.0 eV for the wires
consisting of even number of carbon atoms. In order to understand the physical origin
of the NDR in the double carbon wire system, the transmission spectra at four typical
biases are shown in Fig. 5.14(c)-(f) for the seven carbon atom junction. As we can
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Figure 5.14: (a) I-V curves of GNR bridged by carbon wires with a six-membered car-
bon ring, a hydrogen atom, and an oxygen atom. The inset shows the I-V characteristics
of the C8 wire with an oxygen and a hydrogen atom under a low bias voltage. (b) I-V
characteristics of double carbon wire-graphene junctions. It shows a negative differ-
ential resistance effect above 1.2 V. (c)-(f) Transmission spectrums of double C7 wires
under a bias of 0.8 eV, 1.2 eV, 1.6 eV, and 2.0 eV, respectively. The arrows in the bias
window point to two transmission peaks with the main contribution to the current. The
energy level of these two transmission peaks is in consistent with the molecular orbitals
of carbon wires. The grey triangles, labeled in (c)-(f), indicate the molecular projected
self-consistent Hamiltonian near the Fermi level. Two MPSH eigenvalues around the
Fermi level give rise to two peaks (P1, P2) in the bias window since they are affected by
the frontier molecular orbitals. The Fermi level is set to zero. 86
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see, the current within the bias window around the Fermi level is mainly contributed
by two peaks (P1 and P2). Compared to the case of 0.8 eV bias, the two transmission
peaks at the bias of 1.2 eV are significantly enhanced, resulting in a dramatic increase in
the current. However, the two transmission peaks in the bias window decrease steadily
with continuous increasing applied bias to 1.6 eV, and this decrease causes a drop in
the current. The current then increases again with the increasing of two transmission
peaks as demonstrated in Fig. 5.14(f) for the bias of 2.0 eV, resulting in the NDR effect.
Since the energy level of transmission peaks is consistent with the molecular orbitals of
carbon wires, we calculate the molecular projected self-consistent Hamiltonian (MPSH)
of carbon wires. Two MPSH eigenvalues around the Fermi level, labeled by grey tri-
angles in Figs.5.14(c)-(f), give rise to two transmission peaks (P1, P2) within the bias
window since they are affected by the frontier molecular orbitals. Due to the effect of
electrodes, the two molecular orbitals are broadened resulting in two broad transmis-
sion peaks within the bias window. Moreover, the localized charge at the point contacts
generates Schottky-like barriers. The height of barriers is around the value of bias volt-
age. Therefore, most transmission in the bias window is blocked except two broadened
molecular orbitals near the Fermi level.
5.3.2 Spin transport in atomic carbon wires
The calculated spin-dependent electron transmissions forC7 andC8 are shown in Figs.5.15(a)-
(d). The spin orientations of the leads are set antiparallel in Figs. 5.15(a) and 5.15(c),
while those in Figs. 5.15(b) and 5.15(d) are parallel. It can be seen that there is no
spin-polarization between  state and  state both in C7 and C8 if the spin orientations
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Figure 5.15: The spin-dependent electron transmission at zero bias. (a)-(b) Spin trans-
mission of C7 with the antiparallel/parallel spin orientation of two leads. (c)-(d) Spin
transmission of C8 with the antiparallel/parallel spin orientation of two leads. (e)-(f)
show surfaces of the constant spin-resolved local DOS evaluated at the Fermi level.
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Figure 5.16: The spin-resolved I-V curve of C7 with the parallel/antiparallel spin orien-
tation of two leads. The inset is bias-voltage dependent magnetoresistance.
























Figure 5.17: Transmission spin polarization(TSP) and magnetoresistance(MR) as a
function of number of carbon atoms in chain at zero bias.
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of two leads are in antiparallel alignment. Moreover, both  and  channels are blocked
at the Fermi level. On the other hand, spin-polarization occurs with a large spin split-
ting energy (450 and 345 meV in C7 and C8, respectively) when the spin orientations
of the leads are parallel. In the latter, the spin polarization of the electron current both





where TSP is the transmission spin polarization. The different types of conduction
mechanisms in the two spin channels are reflected in the space-resolved local density of
states (LDOS) at the Fermi level. The spin-resolved local density of state for the C8 case
are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.15. As can be seen, the carbon atomic chains
are perfect spin-filters.
Next, we calculate the spin-resolved current-voltage (I-V) characteristics from the bias-







T "(#)("; Vb) [fL("; Vb)  fR("; Vb)]
	
d" (5.3)
where fL(R)("; Vb) = nF ("   L(R)). nF and L(R) are the Fermi function and the
electrochemical potentials of the left (right) lead, respectively. The T "(#)("; Vb) is the
spin-resolved transmission defined as















L=R is the retarded self-energy matrix which takes into account the left and right
leads. Gr(Ga) is the retarded (advanced) Green’s function matrix. Figure 5.16 shows
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the calculated I-V curve of C7. As can be seen, the majority-spin state of the parallel
spin configuration of electrodes is metallic while the minority-spin state is insulating.
For the antiparallel configuration of electrode spins, it shows a semiconducting behavior
with a threshold voltage of 100 mV because of the low value of the transmission below
the threshold voltage (see Fig. 5.15(a)). Magnetoresistance can be obtained from the





(TAP  + TAP ) 1   (TP  + TP ) 1
(TP  + TP ) 1
 100 (5.5)
where RAP and RP are the resistances in the antiparallel and parallel configurations of
the two leads. The inset of Fig. 5.16 shows the bias-dependent MR of carbon chains
with seven carbon atoms. The MR is a decay function of bias voltage and the maximum
value at zero bias is large than 105%. The MR remains large (103%) under a small
bias and is an order of magnitude larger than that of conventional spin-valve devices
( 102%). [202, 203] This is because more selective transmission with the additional
orbital match to graphene nanoribbon leads compared to conventional devices. The
large MR in carbon chain FETs makes it a better system to achieve ideal spin-valve
devices.
Finally, we investigate spin-dependent transmission of carbon atomic chains of various
lengths, ranging from three to sixteen carbon atoms. As shown in Fig. 5.17, all carbon
chains, regardless of their lengths, show large TSP and MR. However, the longer carbon
chains show more stable values than the shorter ones. For example, the TSP stays at
100% and the MRs fluctuate in a small range between 1:4 105  2:4 106% when the
chains are longer than seven carbon atoms. Almost 100% TSP indicates perfect spin-
filter effect and very large values of MR indicates a highly efficient spin-valve effect.
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5.4 Chapter summary
In conclusion, we have investigated electron transport properties of carbon wire-graphene
junctions. It is found that conductance in the atomic wires can be ballistic and it is
against structural defects, such as structural distortion, adsorption of hydrogen impuri-
ties, etc. This information suggests that it is unnecessary to get a perfect single carbon
wire experimentally in order to obtain the perfect conductance in devices. Some imper-
fect wires, such as atomic double wires or a single wire with six-membered carbon ring,
also exhibit the perfect conductance. Moreover, introduction of hydrogen impurities in
experiment will not affect the conductance of the system, but the oxygen impurity can
strongly reduce it under a low bias. Finally, the NDR effect is found in double atomic
carbon wires. With these unique properties, carbon wire-graphene junctions hold the
promise for molecular devices, quantum dot devices, and carbon-based field-effect tran-
sistors.
Moreover, we systematically studied the spin-dependent transport in an all-carbon FETs
based on a carbon chain with graphene leads. These devices could generate perfect spin-
polarized currents and serve as highly effective spin-filters. The spin-polarized current
can be switched on and off. The simultaneous occurrence of spin-filter and spin-valve




1D molecular sandwich wires
6.1 Introduction
One-dimensional (1D) vanadium-benzene (VBz)1 organometallic sandwich molecular
wires (SMWs) have recently been extensively studied because they exhibit halfmetal-
licity and spin filter effects.[205–212] Their ferrocene analogues (FeCp)1 have been
theoretically predicted to be the first unique 1D molecule that possesses half-metallicity,
high spin filter effect, and negative differential resistance simultaneously.[213] Further
examination of their magnetic properties shows that the magnetic moment of (FeCp)1
is strikingly different from what can be expected, if we were to base our understandings
entirely on the valence electron configuration of the Fe atom.
To illustrate this, we consider the d orbitals of Fe in (FeCp)1. Under D5h or D6h sym-
metry of crystal field, the 3d orbitals of Fe split into a d3z2 r2 (a1) orbital and two sets
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of doubly degenerate dxy, dx2 y2 (e2) and dxz, dyz (e1) orbitals.[207, 208] The valence
electron configuration of Fe is 3d64s2, and in such a situation the eight valence electrons
occupy the d degenerate orbitals in (FeCp)1 as follows. Three minority (spin-down)
electrons occupy the a1 and e2 orbitals, while five majority (spin up) electrons occupy
all five split d orbitals, resulting in two unpaired electrons in the doubly degenerate
e1 orbitals. In such a case, (FeCp)1 should in principle have a magnetic moment of
2.0 B per unit cell. However, our first principles calculation reveals a magnetic moment
of 1.0 B per unit cell. One of the valence electrons in Fe seems to have disappeared. In
contrast, the (VBz) unit cell has five valence electrons: three spin-up electrons and two
spin-down electrons, filling the a1 orbital and one of the e2 orbitals, leaving an unpaired
electron in the e2 orbital. Therefore, (VBz)1 should show a magnetic moment of 1.0 B
per unit cell, which is exactly the same as the computed value.[205, 207, 208]
Although (FeCp)1 and (VBz)1 SMWs appear quite similar in geometry, the differ-
ence in magnetic moment between them implies that their electronic configurations
and mechanism of half-metallicity and ferromagnetism could be intrinsically different.
Furthermore, it is interesting to consider the following questions: (1) In addition to
(FeCp)1, are there any other transition metal (Mt) sandwich molecular wires, (MtCp)1,
that are half-metallic (HM)? (2) Since (FeCp)1 and (VBz)1 are found to be HM, how
about their analogues (FeBz)1 and (VCp)1, respectively? (3) What is the intrinsic
mechanism of halfmetallicity and ferromagnetism within these two types of SMW (i.e.,
(MtCp)1 and (MtBz)1)?
Besides the monometallic sandwich molecular wires (SMWs), some bimetallic multi-
decker sandwich molecular wires (MSMWs) are also attracted much attentions. The
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first and only experimentally synthesized linear bimetallic multi-decker molecular clus-
ters to date are Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) (n =1-3),[214] and their infinite 1D SMW can be pre-
sented as (FeCpVCp)n which is a bimetallic multi-decker sandwich molecular wire.
This MSMW has not yet been well studied. Until recently, using density functional the-
ory (DFT), Wang et al.[215] reported the relationship between size (length of clusters)
and total magnetic moments; specifically, they found that the total magnetic moment
of Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) (n =1-3) linearly increases from 5, 10 to 15 Bohr magnetons (B)
when n =1, 2 and 3, respectively. In addition, V(FeCp2)2, is found to be a good spin
filter when coupled with non-magnetic gold electrodes. The authors also indicated that
(FeCpVCp)n is semiconducting based on its band structure. However, they did not con-
sider the effects of spin polarization during the structure relaxation, which leads to 4%
underestimation of lattice constant (c), implying that the calculated electronic and mag-
netic properties are under high compressive strain, which will have a significant effect
on the electronic and magnetic properties of the sandwich molecular wires.[207, 208]
More recently, Zhang et al.[216] reported their study on a series of similar molecular
clusters Mn(FeCp2)(n+1), (M = Sc, Ti, V and Mn) based on DFT-PW91 with DNP basis
set implemented via Dmol3 package, and indicated that the total magnetic moments of
Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) (n =1-3) increases linearly with n but the magnetic moments for n =1,
2 and 3 are 1, 6 and 11 B, respectively. Zhang et al. highlighted a diminishment of
the point symmetry corresponding to those clusters [i.e. Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) (n =1-3)] as
compared to the C5v group, ‘inherited’ from the symmetry of infinite (FeCpVCp)n wire.
In addition, they found, that lower symmetries of linear molecular clusters are energet-
ically preferred, which is a consequence of the Jahn-Teller effect.[216] The authors of
this paper have also underlined importance of electron transfer in the studied molecular
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wires. Furthermore, Zhang et al. found as well that in longer Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) wires, ter-
minal Fe atoms acted as Fe1+ ion, while those center Fe had the oxidation state of Fe2+.
However, the character of alterations of oxidation states of individual metal atoms as the
cluster length increases (formally-up to infinity) were not specified precisely[216]. At
the same time, this issue is very important in understanding the mechanism behind the
alteration of electronic properties and enhancement in the magnetic moment of SMW.
Both aforementioned works mainly focused on linear molecular clusters, although they
also reported the local magnetic moments (LMM) on the Fe and V atoms in 1D MSMW
and attributed LMM alterations predominantly to the electron transfer mechanism. Ac-
tually, the understanding of LMM on metal atoms is not trivial. It requires the correct
judgment of their oxidation states in precisely defined electronic configurations. For
such MSMW and its related molecular clusters, it may not be commonly realized that
the metal atomic oxidation states are very unusual, and even dependent on the cluster
length. This is totally different from the reported (MtBz)n and (MtCp)n systems.[205–
212, 217, 218] In addition, it seems that intimate interrelation among the oxidation states
of metallic atoms in MSMW and magnetic moment enhancement phenomenon has been
underappreciated. Based on our calculations, the magnetic moment of (FeCpVCp)n is
enhanced to 5 B comparing to the sum of (FeCp)n (1 B) and (VCp)n (2 B), and the
LMM for Fe and V in this BSMW are 2 B and 3 B, respectively, which is intimately
related to alteration in the oxidation states of both metallic atoms.
This unexpected magnetic moment enhancement motivated us to investigate its mech-
anism, since it is not only theoretically important, but it may also provide a practical
way for manipulation of the magnetic properties. Recently reported transition-metal-
based SMWs show relatively small magnetic moments (3 B) due to considerable
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d orbital splitting in ligand environments and consecutive re-coupling electrons with
opposite spins on the split sub-orbitals. In contrast, lanthanides (Ln) and Actinides (At)-
containing SMWswere found to exhibit large magnetic moments, e:g:magnetic moment
as large as 7 B per unit was observed in [Eu(C8H8)]n due to the difficulty in splitting
f orbitals with normal ligands.[219] However, 1D Ln and At SMWs show serious spin
instability due to the weak magnetic interactions between the metal atoms. From an ap-
plications point of view, 3d transition metals (especially from Sc to Ni) are still desirable
because they are non-radioactive and are available at relatively lower cost as compared
to Ln and At elements.
The physical insight of magnetism of these 1D monometallic sandwich magnets, how-
ever, remains controversial. For example, Xiang et al. pointed out that ferromagnetism
in (VBz)1 is derived from the indirect double-exchange (DE) coupling between the
neighboring metal atoms through the Bz ring.[207] Wang et al. suggested a direct
exchange coupling between the neighboring metal atoms in (VBz)1 as the dominant
mechanism of the magnetism of such MW, which favors the AFM phase over the FM
phase.[215] Maslyuk et al. proposed that there is a competition between indirect ex-
change and direct exchange in (VBz)1.[208] The direct exchange interaction favors the
FM state and the indirect exchange interaction favors the AFM state. The ground state is
FM.[208] Many studies show that (MtCp)1 has similar structural, electronic and mag-
netic properties as (MtBz)1. For example, (FeCp)1 is half-metallic and a good spin
filter.[213] (VCp)1 has a long-range ferromagnetic ordering, similar to (VBz)1.[216]
Compared to (MtBz)1, the physical origins of magnetic properties of (MtCp)1 is poorly
understood. Only recently, Shen et al. proposed a rule on the magnetic moment distri-
bution for both Bz- and Cp-based SMWs based on the Hu¨ckel’s rule and crystal field
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theory, which shed some lights on the origin of magnetism of these monometallic sand-
wich materials.[220] To satisfy the Hu¨ckel’s rule, an electron is transferred fromM to Cp
in (MtCp)1. This process, however, is unnecessary in (MtBz)1 since there are already
six delocalized  electrons on Bz and the Hu¨ckel’s rule is satisfied, which results in the
different magnetic moments per unit in (MtCp)1 and (MtBz)1. Therefore, the indirect
exchange coupling, mediated by the central Cp ring, was suggested as the mechanism in
(MtCp)1, but direct exchange coupling dominates in (MtBz)1.
Besides monometallic SMWs, infinite 1D bimetallic multi-sandwich molecular wires,
(FeCpMtCp)1 (Mt= 3d transition metals), have also been investigated,[215, 216, 221]
mainly motivated by recent experiments.[214] Wang et al. reported that (FeCpVCp)1
is a ferromagnetic semiconductor and its molecular form, V(FeCp2)2, is a good spin
filter when coupled with non-magnetic gold electrodes.[215] Zhang et al. found that
all (FeCpMtCp)1 are ferromagnetic semiconductors and observed a high magnetic mo-
ment in (FeCpVCp)1.[216] A growth mechanism of (FeCpMtCp)n molecular clusters
was proposed by Shen et al. based on the charge-transfer mechanism which is well sup-
ported by available experimental observation.[221] Significantly higher than expected
magnetic moments were found for all (FeCpMtCp)1 except (FeCpFeCp)1. For ex-
ample, the magnetic moment of (FeCpVCp)1 is 5 B/unit, while the sum of mag-
netic moments of the two constituent components, (FeCp)1 (1 B/unit) and (VCp)1
(2 B/unit), is only 3 B/unit. Moreover, the local magnetic moment on Fe and V atoms
in (FeCpVCp)1 were found to be 2 B and 3 B, respectively. This phenomenon of
magnetic moment enhancement and long-range magnetic exchange coupling in bimetal-
lic SMWs is more complicated than that in monometallic SMWs.[220] A deep under-
standing of the physical mechanisms behind such magnetic moment enhancement and
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the magnetic exchange interaction in (FeCpMtCp)1 is important from both theoretical
and experimental viewpoints.
In this chapter, we aim to understand their (MtCp)1 half-metallicity and ferromagnetic
properties and the mechanism behind them. Our study focuses on the first-row transition
metal (MtCp)1 SMWs. Additionally, we also study (VBz)1 and (MnBz)1 and their
two second-row Mt benzene analogues, (NbBz)1 and (TcBz)1, because the former two
were reported to be half-metallic. Finally, on the basis of binding energy and half-
metallic and ferromagnetic properties, we provide the electron configurations for these
two types of SMW and account for their magnetic moments quantitatively. This is the
first study to reveal the underlying mechanism of half-metallicity and ferromagnetism
for these two types of SMW, and we believe the mechanism can be generally applied to
similar 1D SMWs. Moreover, we also investigate the electronic and magnetic properties
of (FeCpMtCp)N (Mt= Sc, Ti, V, Cr and Mn) using various DFT calculations.
The physical insight behind the magnetic phenomenon is investigated. We investigate
the origin of magnetic difference between (MtCp)1 and (MtBz)1 and the magnetic mo-
ment enlargement in bimetallic (FeCpMtCp)1 using first-principles calculations. The
Hu¨ckel’s rule is the mechanism of magnetic difference between (MtCp)1 and (MtBz)1.
In bimetallic MSMWs, we demonstrate that the magnetic moment enhancement is due
to a two-step charge-transfer mechanism, with the first being dictated by the Hu¨ckel’s
rule and the second based on double-exchange interaction. This two-step charge-transfer
mechanism results in electron re-distribution along the (FeCpMtCp)1 wire, leading to
a charge configuration of (Fe0CpMt2+Cp)1. This is possible due to compensation of
energy cost in spin-flipping between two electron states by energy of spontaneous spin-
split.
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6.2 Computational details
A unit of SMW is placed within a unit cell of 1515c where c is the distance between
two neighboring Cp or Bz units. Structure optimization, density of state (DOS), and
band structure calculations are performed using Vienna ab initio simulation package.[222]
The generalized gradient approximation (GGA)[223] scheme is used for electron ex-
change and correlation while the frozen-core projector augmented wave method is used
to describe the interaction between ions and electrons.[224] The cutoff energy is set at
400 eV and a k-mesh of 1  1  45 is used for the infinite SMWs. A convergence
of Hellmann-Feynman forces less than 0.01 eV/A˚3 per atom has been achieved. Fur-
thermore, we investigate the effect of doubling the unit cell size along the SMW di-
rection to evaluate the ground state of ferromagnetic (FM), antiferromagnetic (AFM),
and diamagnetic (DM) configurations in our spin-polarized calculations with structural
optimization, and assess possibility of the Peierls transition.[225, 226]
The MSMW is modeled using a supercell of 15 15 c, where c is the lattice constant
alone the wire direction. The cutoff energy is set at 500 eV and a k point mesh of 11
45 is chosen. The Hellmann-Feynman forces is converged to within 0.01 eV/A˚3 per atom
in structural optimization. The work function is defined as the energy difference between
vacuum energy level and the Fermi energy level. Since the on-site correlation effects has
little effect on the magnetic properties of theMSMW system,[215] the strong-correlation
interaction is not considered in our calculations. Moreover, compared to Ref.[215], we
find that using either plane wave method (VASP) or orbital wave function (SIESTA), the
calculated magnetic assignment on metal atoms is quite consistent.
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6.3 Monometallic sandwich molecular wires
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Table 6.1 summarizes the calculated results of binding energy (Eb), magnetic moment
per unit cell (M ), energy difference between FM and DM states (E), half-metallicity,
and spinpolarization for the first-row (MtCp)1 and additional two benzene analogues,
(NbBz)1 and (TcBz)1. It can be seen that (MtCp)1 with Mt from Sc to Fe is quite
stable and its FM is energetically more favorable than its DM. Among them, (VCp)1,
(CrCp)1, and (FeCp)1 show HM and their magnetic moments are 2.0, 1.0, and 1.0 B,
respectively. For comparison, we also calculate their respective second-row Mt counter-
parts (i.e., (NbCp)1, (MoCp)1, and (RuCp)1). It is found that (MoCp)1 is not stable
(Eb > 0), whereas (NbCp)1 and (RuCp)1 are very fragile Eb =-0.68 and -0.98 eV,
respectively), and all of these three SMWs are nonmagnetic. These results suggest that
strong stability (large bonding energy) is crucial or necessary for (MtCp)1 to exhibit
magnetic moment or HM property.
For the (MtBz)1 systems, our calculation shows that (MnBz)1 is HM and (VBz)1 is
quasi-HM, which agrees with that previously reported.[207] (VBz)1 appears to be very
stable, whereas (MnBz)1 is moderately stable (Table 1). In comparison, their second-
row Mt counterparts, (NbBz)1 and (TcBz)1, are less stable. Both of them are found
to be HM and their magnetic moments are similar to that of their first-row Mt coun-
terparts in the same group. The magnetic moments of (VBz)1 and (NbBz)1 are 0.88
and 0.57 B, respectively, whereas both (MnBz)1 and (TcBz)1 have the same magnetic
moment of 1.0 B. Our results suggest that stability is not the main factor affecting the
ferromagnetic and half-metallic properties for (MtBz)1. Instead, their ferromagnetic
and HM properties are dominated by the valence electron configurations of Mt. There-
fore, we can conclude that the mechanisms of ferromagnetism and half-metallicity in
(MtCp)1 and (MtBz)1 are very different. Since only (VBz)1 and (MnBz)1 are HM
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Figure 6.1: Band structure of (MnBz)1, (MnCp)1, (VCp)1, and (VCp)1. Vertical
dashed lines in “spin down” panels represent wavevector k = =2c of the dimerized
structure.
Figure 6.2: Valence electron configurations for (MtCp)1. The circle represents a hole
that derives from an electron transfer from Mt to Cp.
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among (MtBz)1, while in the case of the Cp analogues (VCp)1 also shows HM prop-
erties, we plot their band structures (Figure 6.1) for a detailed analysis.
6.3.1 (MnBz)1 and (MnCp)1
As mentioned above, under D5h [for (MtCp)1] or D6h [for (MtBz)1] structural symme-
try, the 3d orbitals of Mt split into an a1 orbital and two sets of doubly degenerate e2
and e1 orbitals. In (MnBz)1, Mn has seven valence electrons (3d74s0) due to filling of
the 3d shell by the two s electrons.[208] Three minority valence electrons occupy the a1
and the degenerate e2 orbitals, while the e1 remains unoccupied and located above the
Fermi level. Therefore, its minority channel is semiconducting. Furthermore, the four
majority electrons occupy the a1, e2 orbitals and one of the e1 orbitals which cross the
Fermi level and are occupied by only one unpaired electron (Figure 6.1), resulting in
a metallic channel. Therefore, (MnBz)1 appears 100% positive spin-polarization with
a magnetic moment of 1.0 B. The Mn valence electron configuration of (MnBz)1 is
presented schematically in Figure 6.2, together with that for its Cp analogy (MnCp)1.
The band structure in Figure 6.1 clearly indicates that (MnCp)1 is semiconducting and
nonmagnetic (see also Table 6.1), which further indicates that the valence electron con-
figurations of Mn in (MnCp)1 and (MnBz)1 must be different. One electron at the
e1 level in (MnBz)1 seems to be removed from Mn in (MnCp)1, so that its magnetic
moment is zero.
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6.3.2 (VBz)1 and (VCp)1
For the case of (VBz)1 and (VCp)1, (VBz)1 is quasi-HM while (VCp)1 is fully HM.
In (VBz)1, the majority spin-up bands have a very small density at the Fermi level,
while the minority spin-down channel crosses the Fermi level, resulting in a quasi-HM
(VBz)1. From Figure 6.2, we can clearly see that an unpaired electron of V occupies the
e2 orbital. Therefore, (VBz)1 should have a magnetic moment of 1.0 B. However, our
calculated value is only 0.88 B. This is due to the semilocal GGA functional, which
sometimes underestimates the magnetic moment for such SMWs as compared with the
hybrid density functionals such as B3LYP.[227, 228] It has been reported that, by using
the B3LYP formalism, the magnetic moment of (VBz)1 would be 1.0 B. However,
this minor difference between B3LYP and GGA results will not affect the validity of
our main conclusions. In fact, semilocal GGA had been effectively used to describe the
electronic and magnetic properties of polymers without -conjugation.[207]
On the other hand, (VCp)1 is half-metallic. The spin-up channel (three-electron) is
semiconducting and spin-down channel (two-electron) is metallic. The five valence elec-
trons occupy the a1 orbital but partially occupy the e2 orbitals, leaving only one unpaired
electron in one of the e2 orbitals. But our calculated magnetic moment is 2.0 B. This
discrepancy motivates us to carefully examine the magnetic moment for all the first-row
transition metals in (MtCp)1 and their corresponding valence electron configurations
as shown in Figure 2. It is found that (MtCp)1 (Mt= Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe) behaves
as if one valence electron has been removed from Mt compared to their benzene ana-
logues, and therefore the mechanism of their half-metallicity and ferromagnetism is very
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Figure 6.3: Iso-surfaces of electron charge density difference for (a) (VBz)1 and (b)
(VCp)1. The isovalue is 0.084 e/A˚3. The dotted lines denote periodic unit cell and c is
the lattice constant.
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Figure 6.4: DOS of (VBz)1 and (VCp)1. Parts near the Fermi level are enlarged. Black
line refers to the total DOS, while the orange and green areas are 3d and 2p electron
projected DOS (PDOS) of V and Cp/Bz, respectively.
different. Let us take (VCp)1 as an example, where Cp is a meta-stable radical, a five-
member ring with five p electrons. According to the Hu¨ckel rule, Cp tends to capture an
extra electron to form a stable aromatic configuration having 4m + 2 electrons (where
m is an integer) like benzene. Actually, in (VCp)1, one valence electron of V has been
transferred to the Cp ring, leaving four valence electrons in V and forming V+ and Cp 
alternating SMW structure. The a1 orbital is occupied with a pair of electrons of oppo-
site spins, while each of the two degenerate e2 orbitals is occupied by a spin-up electron,
resulting in two unpaired electrons. The resulting (VCp)1 has a magnetic moment of
2.0 B per unit cell, which agrees with our calculated result. Because of formation of the
V+ and Cp  alternating ionic structure, the electrostatic interactions within (VCp)1 are
strengthened and it becomes more stable. Therefore, the spin polarization of (VCp)1 is
due to the strong spin-spin exchange coupling between the valence electrons of V+ and
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the 2p electrons of Cp . We propose that the general mechanism for the formation of
stable (MtCp)1 involves the donation of one electron from Mt to the Cp ring to form
Mt+ and aromatic Cp ring. The valence electron configurations for both (MtBz)1 and
(MtCp)1 are shown in Figure 6.2.
The V+ and Cp  alternating structure of (VCp)1 can also be verified by its iso-surface of
electron charge density difference (CDD) (Figure 6.3), which shows the electron charge
transfer as compared to that of (VBz)1. It can be seen that the electron CDD around the
Cp ring is much higher than that of benzene in (VBz)1. Furthermore, V in (VCp)1 is
surrounded by a lower charge density than that of V in (VBz)1. Figure 6.3 provides a
clear picture to support the formation of the V+ and Cp alternating SMW. Meanwhile,
the total and projected d and p electron DOS shown in Figure 6.4 help us to further
understand their intrinsic difference of magnetic mechanism. As can be seen, there is a
clear overlapping of C2p and V3d in VCp, but not in the VBz case.
We also studied the stability of half-metallic property and assessed the possibility of
Peierls transition for these one dimensional molecular wires. Peierls pointed out that 1D
wires with a partially filled band would become unstable at low temperatures because of
the strong electron-phonon interaction.[225, 226] In 1D metallic structures, the partially
filled energy band may split into sub-bands when the Fermi level crosses the band ex-
actly at wavevector k = =2c (c is the lattice constant or spatial periodicity of molecular
wires). In the case of the 1D molecular wires considered here, the Fermi level intersects
more than one band for some molecular wires (Figure 6.1a). The Peierls transition is
unlikely to occur in such a situation since it is impossible for the Fermi level to cross all
three bands simultaneously at k = =2c. On the basis of Figure 6.1c, Peierls transition
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may occur in the (VCp)1 molecular wires. Actually, we studied the possible dimer-
ization for all seven HM SMWs: (VCp)1, (CrCp)1, (FeCp)1, (NbCp)1, (TcCp)1,
(MnBz)1, and (VBz)1. In each case, we doubled the unit cell along the SMW direction
and optimized the structures. Results of the calculations show that, for all seven SMWs
considered, the ground states are ferromagnetic and the optimized lattice constants are
exactly two times the original lattice constants, and there is no relative displacement be-
tween the two units in the supercell, even if we started with a distorted initial structure.
It clearly indicates that the Peierls transition has not occurred in the above SMW system.
This is because the Mt-5Cp and Mt-6Bz bonds are quite strong along the 1D SMWs.
6.3.3 Mechanism
The magnetism for (MtBz)1 mainly comes from the open shell of d orbitals of Mt,
which can be further confirmed from their PDOS near the Fermi level. Taking (VBz)1
as an example, it can be observed that the 3d electrons of V disperse over a large range
from -6 to 3 eV, while the 2p electrons of benzene are localized within the range of
-2.5 to -0.5 eV, meaning that the benzene ring is quite stable in (VBz)1. In fact, the
3d electrons of Mt dominate the spin polarization of (MtBz)1 as well as the HM prop-
erty. In such a situation, Mt with the same or similar electron configuration may have
the same magnetic property. Therefore, both (NbBz)1 and (VBz)1 show quasi-HM
while (TcBz)1 and (MnBz)1 are half-metallic, regardless of the very weak bonding in
(NbBz)1 and (TcBz)1. This phenomenon further proves that the d electrons in Mt pre-
dominate the magnetic property of (MtBz)1 and the contribution from 2p electrons of
benzene is very limited. Thus, the PDOS of 2p near the Fermi level is very small (Figure
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6.4). The ferromagnetism of (MtBz)1 is due to the double exchange mechanism,[16]
a kind of direct spin exchange coupling between neighboring Mt’s that extend over the
whole wire.
However, in (VCp)1, one valence electron of V has been transferred to the Cp ring,
forming V+ and Cp  alternating structure, which results in very strong coupling be-
tween the valence electrons of V+ and the 2p electrons of Cp . Newly formed hybrid
orbitals delocalize along the valence band of the V component and cross the Fermi level
in the spin-down channel (Figure 6.1). Meanwhile, the spin-up channel still remains
semiconducting, resulting in a HM SMW. Therefore, the ferromagnetism of (MtCp)1
arises mainly from the spin exchange coupling interaction between the valence electrons
of Mt+ and the 2p electrons of Cp  hybridization.[229] It is an indirect spin exchange
interaction mechanism, where the ferromagnetic coupling between the Mt+ ions is me-
diated by neighboring anionic Cp  rings, which facilitates the long-range magnetic in-
teractions between the magnetic moments of the Mt+ ions. Specifically, the anionic Cp 
rings are slightly spinpolarized. For example, in a unit cell of (FeCp)1, the magnetic
moment of Fe is 1.03 B while the Cp  ring has a value of only -0.07 B. Both the
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings between neighboring Mt+ ions are indi-
rect coupling that extend through the whole SMWs. Such intrinsic difference between
(MtBz)1 and (MtCp)1 is revealed for the first time, which helps us to understand the
mechanisms of half-metallicity and ferromagnetism for these two types of SMWs.
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6.4 Bimetallic multi-decker sandwich molecular wires
6.4.1 Infinite wires
We investigate the electronic and magnetic properties of (FeCpMtCp)n (Mt = Sc, Ti,
V, Cr and Mn) using various DFT calculations. The calculated structural, electronic and
magnetic properties for studied MSMWs are listed in Table 6.2. Results obtained in
previous studies are also provided in the Table for comparison. The optimized structure
of (FeCpVCp)n shows that the bond lengths for both FeCp and VCp are elongated to
1.785 A˚ and 1.915 A˚ compared to those in (FeCp)n (1.705 A˚) or (VCp)n (1.810 A˚),
respectively. It corresponds to weaker binding and may indicate a change of electron
configuration. Here, we employ crystal field theory to analyze the local electron config-
uration on metal atoms since they dominate the magnetic moment of MSMWs. The Fe
and V atoms in (FeCpVCp)n are in a D5h symmetry environment. Consequently, their
3d orbitals should split into a dz2 (d) and two sets of doubly degenerate dxy, dx2 y2
(d) and dxz, dyz (d) orbitals, which is the same as that in (FeCp)n or (VCp)n.[220]
According to the band structures at the   point (Fig. 6.5a), d moves above the d or-
bital; therefore, the order of the orbitals becomes d up to d and finally d, which is
partially occupied. Meanwhile, spin-up Vd dispersion curve crosses over Vd , meaning
they may still be degenerate. Interestingly, there are no such spin-down states occupied
with electrons which is clearly different from that of (FeCp)n[213] and (VCp)n.[220]
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Chapter 6. 1D molecular sandwich wires
The valence electron configurations of Fe and V are 3d64s2 and 3d34s2, respectively. In
(FeCpVCp)n, two 4s electrons of Fe and V migrate into their 3d orbitals.[220] For Fe,
six of the eight valence electrons fill the d and d orbitals, leaving two unpaired elec-
trons residing in doubly degenerate d, resulting in a LMM of 2.0 B. However, based
on the band structures, there are no occupied spin down 3d orbitals on the V atom, and
only three spin up electrons occupying the singlet d and doubly degenerate d orbitals
with unpaired spins, contributing another 3.0 B of LMM per (FeCpVCp)n. Thus, the
V atom is left with only three valence electrons residing in d and d orbitals, which
means there is a net loss of two electrons since it originally had five valence electrons
(3d34s2). To satisfy the 4m + 2 Hu¨ckels rule for p electrons, each Cp ring tends to
get an additional electron from neighboring metal atoms,[220] meanwhile, each V atom
donates two electrons to the two neighboring Cp rings to form aromatic Cp , and there-
fore, the Fe atom remains neutral. The resultant charge configuration of (FeCpVCp)n
can be precisely described as (Fe0Cp 1V+2Cp 1)n. It shows a larger sub-band splitting
in band structure between two opposite spin states. We believe that the superexchange
interaction between Fe0 and V2+ mediated by central Cp rings leads to a large electron
band shift. The minority spin states are pushed above the Fermi level especially for
V2+, which results in electron spin-flipping. The original electrons in the d orbital now
fill d of Fe atom, resulting in a neutral Fe atom and yielding significant enhancement
of the overall magnetic moment. It can be described as a two-step electron transfer
mechanism; a single-electron donation from each metal atom to its neighboring Cp ring
followed by an electron transfer from V+ to Fe+ due to the superexchange interaction.
The local electron configurations on Fe and V atoms are schematically shown in Figs.
6.5(b) and 6.5(c) which correspond to 2 B and 3 B LMM on Fe and V atoms, respec-
tively. Furthermore, the spin density at V atoms for (VCp)n, (VBz)n and (FeCpVCp)n
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Figure 6.5: (a) Spin polarized band structure of (FeCpV Cp)1. The Fermi level is set
to zero. Electron configuration of Fe in both (FeCp)1 (b) and (FeCpVCp)1 (c).
(Fig. 6.6) clearly shows the change from 1 to 2 and then to 3 B. It is seen that there
are three different situations of electron transfer between vanadium and organic rings:
(1) no electrons transfer from V to Bz in (VBz)n; (2) one electron transfers from V to
Cp in (VCp)n; and (3) two electrons transfer from V to its two neighboring Cp rings
in (FeCpVCp)n. Such different electron redistributions result in different magnetic mo-
ment from 1 to 3 B in (VBz)n, (VCp)n, and (FeCpVCp)n, respectively (Fig. 6.5).
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Figure 6.6: Spin density for (a)(VBz)1, (b)(VCp)1, and (c) (FeCpVCp)1 (isovalue =
0.051 e/A˚3.
6.4.2 Finite molecules
In the finite bimetallic molecules Vn(FeCp2)(n+1), the bond length of Fe-Cp distance
is variable along the linear molecule. It is ascribed to weaker Fe-Cp interactions due
to electron transfer which eventually diminishes the oxidation states of the Fe atoms.
It can be clearly seen from Fig. 6.7 that the Fe-Cp distance increases when the linear
clusters become longer. Such a change is significant (0.2 A˚) for short ones. However,
the magnetic moment has not been affected due to the ionic characteristics of such linear
molecular clusters. When the molecular wire length increases, the magnetic moments
on Fe and V atoms in the center of Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) wires approach 2.0 and 3.0 B,
respectively, while the two terminal Fe atoms are 1.0 B. Actually, along the linear
molecules, all bond distances approach their respective values in an infinite system. In
particular, when n = 4, the Cp-Cp distance (3.55 A˚) is very close to respective distance
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Figure 6.7: Growth mechanism for formation of for Vn(FeCp2)n+1 (n =1-4) molecules.
in an infinite wire (3.57 A˚).
Based on the calculated results and oxidation states of metal atoms in the molecular
clusters and MSMW, we can suggest a growth mechanism for Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) (n = 1-4)
clusters, which were synthesized via reactions of V vapor with ferrocene by the use of a
two-laser vaporization method.[214] Since the two Cp rings in ferrocene, Cp Fe2+Cp ,
are negatively charged, the most likely initial step is the addition of a V atom or V+
ion to the Cp  of ferrocene to form CpFeCpV or its charged state CpFeCpV+ (a). An
additional ferrocene easily attaches to the V atom or V+ ion to form V(CpFeCp)2 or
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V(CpFeCp)+2 (b). The following steps are similar to the initial step and subsequent
reaction. A V atom or V+ ion reacts with the molecule to form V2(CpFeCp)2 or
V2(CpFeCp)+2 (c), followed by subsequent reaction with ferrocene to formV2(CpFeCp)3
or V2(CpFeCp)+3 (d). The above reactions can continue and form V3(FeCp2)3 (e), lead-
ing to the formation of V3(FeCp2)4 (f) and V4(FeCp2)5 (g). This growth procedure
can be presented as the chemical reactions shown in Figs. 6.7(a)-(g). Note that the
metal atom oxidation states are changing during the growth process. For an Fe atom,
it can be +2 in ferrocene, or +1 in V(FeCp2)2 or even neutral when it is in the center
of V2(FeCp2)3. It is really unusual that neutral Fe atoms coexist with V2+ ions within
the same molecule, which may not be generally realized. However, if one cannot get the
correct oxidation states of metal atoms in such MSMW and related clusters, it is difficult
to understand the LMM on each metal atom with different lengths, and may be impossi-
ble to get an insight into the intrinsic mechanism of the magnetic moment enhancement
in the MSMW. Compared to the reported experimental results,[214] each molecule, fer-
rocene, (b), (d) and (f), has the respective detectable peak in time-of-flight mass spectra
(TOFMS), which are (0,1,2), (1,2,4), (2,3,5) and (3,4,8) (n, m, k for VnFemCpk). Mean-
while, radicals, (a), (c) and (e), also show respective peaks at (1,1,2), (2,2,4) and (3,3,6),
respectively. Moreover, the radicals with a terminal V+ can react with ammonia (an
excellent metal ligand) and eventually appear as (1,1,2) + 2NH3, (2,2,4) + 2NH3 and
(3,3,6) + NH3 peaks in TOFMS. [214] All these experimental observations substantially
support our proposed growth mechanism. In Fig. 6.7, LMMs at each metal atom are
also indicated, where internal Fe atoms and terminal Fe atoms exhibit 2.0 B and 1.0
B, respectively, in agreement with recently reported calculations. [215]
It may be worth pointing out that the molecular formula, Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) is somewhat
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misleading when analyzing the electron configurations for such clusters, especially for
MSMWs. Ferrocene is a major precursor in such molecular syntheses; it has never
been isolated once it is incorporated into newly formed clusters. One may assume that
(FeCp2) structure still remains in Vn(FeCp2)(n+1) or molecular wire, which may result
in a misunderstanding of various properties in such molecules, originating from charge
and spin superexchange.
Finally, we extended our study to all (FeCpMtCp)n MSMWs (Mt= Sc, Ti, Cr and Mn)
and compare their magnetic properties with those of monometallic SMWs, (MCp)n.
The results are also given in Table 6.2. It is seen that all of these MSMWs are ferromag-
netic and show significant magnetic moment enhancement compared to (FeCp)n and
the corresponding (MtCp)n. Even the non-magnetic SMWs such as (ScCp)n and AFM
(MnCp)n show enhancement of the magnetic moment with the formation of (FeCpScCp)n
and (FeCpMnCp)n MSMWs, respectively. More importantly, these MSMWs exhibit
very good spin stability especially for (FeCpVCp)n, whose energy difference between
FM and AFM states is above 665 meV. It is much larger than monometallic SMW. For
example, the energy difference between FM and AFM states for (VBz)n and (VCp)n is
only 84 and 50 meV.[208, 215] That means these MSMWs are feasible and much more
reliable for room-temperature applications. In addition, we find that the magnetic mo-
ment of Fe atoms in (FeCpMtCp)n are nearly 2 B, which means that the local electron
configuration of the Fe atoms are similar to that in (FeCpVCp)n. Fe atoms remain neutral
and other metals donate two electrons to the two neighboring Cp rings. We believe that
the intrinsic mechanism for such electron transfer is due to the superexchange coupling,
between neighboring metals, mediated by the central Cp rings. This unusual occurrence
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Figure 6.8: DOS of (a)(FeCp)1, (b)(VCp)1, (c)(FeCp)1+(VCp)1 and
(d)(FeCpVCp)1. (c) is a simple combination of (a) and (b) by aligning their
vacuum energy levels. The Fermi level is set to zero in all four figures.
implies a new way for magnetic moment enhancement, at least for 1D SMWs. In addi-
tion, these MSMWs, such as (FeCpScCp)n and (FeCpVCp)n, can be semiconducting or
half-metallic, (FeCpTiCp)n, or even half-metallic, (FeCpCrCp)n and (FeCpMnCp)n.
6.4.3 Mechanism
In order to understand the unique magnetic properties of (FeCpVCp)1, we first examine
its DOS and compare it with those of the corresponding monometallic SMWs, (FeCp)1
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Figure 6.9: Schematic illustration of two-step charge-transfer mechanism in iron-
concluded bimetallic sandwich molecular materials.
and (VCp)1. As shown in Figs. 6.8(a) and 6.8(b), (FeCp)1 is positive spin-polarized
while (VCp)1 is negative spin-polarized. The calculated work-functions of (FeCp)1
and (VCp)1 are 1.67 eV and 1.48 eV, respectively. In Fig. 6.8(c), we simply combine
the DOS of (FeCp)1 and (VCp)1 by aligning their vacuum energy level. It is clear
that the spin-up states above the Fermi level are mainly composed of 3d orbitals of Fe,
while the spin-down states are characteristic of 3d orbitals of V. The calculated DOS
of bimetallic SMW (FeCpVCp)1, presented in Fig. 6.8(d), shows a significant spin-
splitting near the Fermi level compared to the simple sum given in Fig. 6.8(c). The
energy of spin-splitting (E) is about 1.2 eV and the change in the integrated DOS is
about 1.17 e, which is mainly composed of 3d states of V and 3d states of Fe. This
means that 1.17 spin-down electrons in 3d states of V hop to the 3d states of Fe and
spin-flip to spin-up states. The spin flip on the  orbital is necessary in order to satisfy
the Hund’s rule, i.e., the same spin alignment in the degenerate 3d orbitals of Fe.
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Based on the above quantitive analysis, we propose a two-step charge-transfer mech-
anism for the magnetic moment enhancement, which is illustrated using a molecular
orbital model in Fig. 6.9 for (FeCpVCp)1. For simplicity, we assume that the magnetic
moment on the transition metal ions is due to single unpaired electrons with S = 1=2.
The local valence electron configurations for Fe and V atoms are 3d64s2 and 3d34s2,
respectively. But the two 4s electrons of Fe and V migrate into their 3d orbitals in
(FeCpVCp)1.[207, 208] According to Hu¨ckel’s rule,[230] strong  electron delocal-
ization, or resonance, occurs in an aromatic compound with 4m + 2  electrons (m is
positive integer) which enhances the stability of the compound. For example, benzene
(Bz) is a typical stable aromatic compound because it has 6  electrons. However, the
rule indicates that Cp is an unstable compound because it has only 5  electrons. There-
fore, Cp has strong tendency to gain an extra electron from its neighboring metallic atom
in CpMt sandwich structures to form a stable planer structure. This leads to the charge
transfer from Mt to Cp. This is the basis for the proposed mechanism of magnetic
property of monometallic Cp ring sandwich nanowire, i.e., an electron is transferred
from a metallic atom to its neighboring Cp ring to form (Mt+Cp )1 charge configura-
tion. On the other hand, no charge transfer between metal atoms and benzene rings and
monometallic SMW stays in the (Mt0Bz0)1 electron distribution. This charge-transfer
rule provides a satisfactory explanation for the electronic structure and magnetic mo-
ment in monometallic sandwich molecular wire structure.[220]
Here, we assume that Hu¨ckel’s rule is still valid for bimetallic SMWs. To satisfy the
requirement of 4m + 2  electrons in the Cp ring,[220] each metal atom first donates
one electron to the neighboring Cp ring [see Fig. 6.9(b)]. However, detailed examination
of the DOS in Fig. 6.8(d) reveals that six of the eight valence electrons of Fe fill the d
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and d orbitals. The remaining two unpaired electrons occupy the doubly degenerate d.
This electron distribution results in a local magnetic moment of 2.0 B. Furthermore,
the spin-down 3d orbitals of V are empty and the singlet d and doubly degenerate d
spin up orbitals are occupied by one electron each, contributing another 3.0 B to the
local magnetic moment per unit of (FeCpVCp)1. The finding that the V atom is left
with three unpaired valence electrons in its d and d orbitals is surprising. It means
that V lost two of its valence electrons since a neutral V atom should have five valence
electrons (3d34s2). After further examination of the DOS, we conclude that the electron
originally in d orbital of V hops to d orbital of Fe atom. During the transfer, the spin
of this electron flips and aligns parallel to the spin-up electrons already on the d orbital
of Fe, to satisfy the Hund’s rule and lower its kinetic energy, resulting in the observed
electronic configuration and the enhanced magnetic moment. Moreover, this long-range
ferromagnetic order between the local magnetic moments of two ions was found to be
common in all (FeCpMtCp)1 systems being studied.[215, 216]
While this model seems plausible, a question still arises: why does the electron trans-
fer between two neighboring magnetic ions in the second step described above occur in
bimetallic SMW (FeCpMtCp)1 system, but not in the monometallic SMW (MtCp)1?
To answer this question and further clarify the two-step process, we consider the double
exchange interaction between the two metal ions in the MSMWs. Double-exchange in-
teraction is based on electron movement from one magnetic ion to another.[231] In an
extended system such as the molecular wires, double-exchange is essentially ferromag-
netic superexchange. The main difference between double-exchange and superexchange
is that in superexchange, an antiferromagnetic alignment or ferromagnetic alignment oc-
curs between two ions with the same valence, while in double-exchange, the interaction
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Figure 6.10: Schematic diagram of the spin flipping in the (FeCpMtCp)1 system. Due
to the strong spontaneous spin-splitting of two states, total magnetic moments (Nspin up
  Nspin down) are enhanced.
occurs only between twomagnetic ions with different valence electrons (mixed valency).
Normally, the two magnetic ions with mixed valency are the same element, for example,
Mn3+ and Mn4+ in La1 xSrxMnO3.[232] However, Sun et al. demonstrated experi-
mentally that DE interaction could also occur between ions of different elements.[233]
In the (FeCpMtCp)1 (Mt=Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn) molecular systems, Fe+ is a typical Jahn-
Teller ion which has an unoccupied d orbital which acts as an electron acceptor. A
monometallic SMW can be considered as a bimetallic SMW with two identical metal
elements, (FeCpMtCp)1. A true bimetallic SMW ((FeCpMtCp)1), however, has two
different magnetic ions and the valency of Mt ( 6= Fe) is different from that of Fe. The
different ions and valencies make charge-transfer between the ions possible which leads
to ferromagnetism by indirect double-exchange interaction. The ability for electrons to
hop (to delocalize) from one magnetic ion to another reduces the total energy, and hence
an overall energy saving that leads to ferromagnetic alignment of neighboring ions.
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However, based on results of our calculations (Fig. 6.9(d)), the energy of the occupied 3d
orbitals ofM+ ions ( and ) is lower than that of the unoccupied 3d orbitals of Fe+ ()
in (FeCpMtCp)1. This means electron hopping from the d states of V to the d states of
Fe should not take place unless additional energy is provided. Furthermore, to satisfy the
Hunt’s, the electron that hops from the d states of V to the the d states of Fe has to flip
its spin which costs energy. Overall, double-exchange interaction between neighboring
metallic ions (charge-transfer) is not energetically favorable unless the hopping electron
gains additional energy. In the following, we demonstrate that the required “additional
energy” can be provided by a spontaneous spin-splitting in (FeCpMtCp)1. Consider two
magnetic ionsM1 andM2, and one mobile electron that connects them. If both double-
exchange interaction and spin-splitting interaction are considered, the total energy of the
system is given by
Etot = EDE + Esplit (6.1)
where EDE is the energy of double-exchange interaction and Esplit is the energy of
spontaneous spin-splitting, and they are given by
EDE = JDEf1 M1 + 2 M2g (6.2)
where j is the electron spin operator when it is at the jth site, and JDE is the double-
exchange coupling constant betweenM1 andM2, and
Esplit = 1=2D(EF )(E)
2(1  JexD(EF )) (6.3)
whereD(EF ) is density of states at the Fermi level,  E is the exchange splitting energy,
and Jex is the exchange constant. As we discussed above, the double-exchange costs
energy, i.e., E(DE) > 0. On other hand, the spontaneous spin-splitting releases energy
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which can be used to offset partially the energy cost of DE. Thus, the total energy of the
system (Etot) is reduced if
JexD(EF ) > 1 (6.4)
This is known as the “Stoner criterion” and it implies that spontaneous spin-splitting is
possible if the exchange interaction or Coulomb effect is strong and there is large den-
sity of states at the Fermi level. If spontaneous spin-splitting takes place, the spin-up and
spin-down bands will be separated by the exchange splitting energy,W . From previous
studies, it is known that all (FeCpMtCp)1 (Mt= Sc, Ti, V, Cr, and Mn) are ferromag-
netic and have large spin polarization energy.[215, 216, 221] That is to say, all of them
have large Jex. Therefore, if two monometallic (FeCp)1 and (MtCp)1 are combined to
form (FeCpMtCp)1 and if the DOS at the Fermi level is large enough, spontaneous spin-
splitting could occur. The combined density of states of (FeCp)1 and (VCp)1 is given
in Fig. 6.8(c). From the above discussion, the spontaneous spin-splitting can be ex-
pected in (FeCpVCp)1 and this is confirmed by the results of our calculation [see Fig.
6.8(d)]. Furthermore, if the spontaneous spin-splitting occurs around the Fermi level,
spin-flipping of electrons can occur consequently. This is because due to the split of
the energy levels, electrons occupying the energy level that rises above the Fermi level
will flip its spin and occupy the empty energy level of a different spin that is pushed
below the Fermi energy. Figure 6.10 shows a schematic diagram of spin-splitting and
spin-flipping in (FeCpVCp)1 based on the above DOS analysis. The spin-splitting re-
sults in some spin-down energy levels being pushed above the Fermi energy level while
some spin-up energy levels becoming lower than the Fermi energy. Spin-down electrons
occupying energy levels above the Fermi level then spin-flip and occupy the low energy
spin-up levels, resulting in excess electrons in the spin-up bands, and an increase in the
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total magnetic moment.
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Finally, results for other (FeCpMtCp)1 MSMWs (Mt = Sc, Ti, Cr and Mn) are pre-
sented in Table 6.3. Their magnetic moments can be understood based on the same
band-structure analysis (Fig. 6.8) and the simple molecular-orbital model (Fig. 6.9). It
is noted that all of these bimetallic MSMWs have ferromagnetic ground states and show
significant magnetic moment enhancement compared to the corresponding monometal-
lic (MtCp)1. More importantly, these MSMWs exhibit very good spin stability due to
large spin-polarization energy. These properties would make these bimetallic MSMWs
reliable molecular magnets in device applications. In addition, it is noted that the mag-
netic moment of Fe atoms in all (FeCpMtCp)1 is nearly 2 B, which means that the
local electron configuration of the Fe is similar to that in (FeBz)1.[220] In all MSMWs,
Fe atoms remain neutral and other metals donate two electrons to the two neighboring
Cp rings, through the two-step process. This is a very unique charge transfer process
and an unusual way of magnetic moment enhancement, at least for 1D the MSMWs.
As shown by data presented in Table 6.3, the predicted total magnetic moments of the
MSMWs by the “simple” molecular-orbital analysis are in good agreement with results
of electronic distribution from band-structure analysis.
We should emphasis that the above molecular-orbital analysis is also suitable for molecules
as well as their infinite wires. Figure 6.11 schematically shows the two-step charge-
transfer in two kinds of finite molecular clusters. As can be seen, in (CpFeCpVCpFeCp)
finite molecular cluster the final state is (CpFe1+CpV2+CpFe1+Cp) based on the afore-
mentioned two-step charge-transfer mechanism and the total magnetic moments should
be 5 B (1 B, 3 B, and 1 B on Fe1+, V2+, and Fe1+ respectively). Another example is
a longer (CpFeCpVCpFeCpVCpFeCp) finite molecule. Its final state is (CpFe1+CpV2+Cp
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Figure 6.11: Schematic diagram of the two-step charge-transfer in finite molecular clus-
ters. (a) and (b) are the two different length Fe-terminated clusters. (c) and (d) are the
two different length V-terminated clusters.
Fe0CpV2+CpFe1+Cp) based on our charge-transfer model and the total magnetic mo-
ments are 10 B (1 B, 3 B, 2 B, 3 B, and 1 B on Fe1+, V2+, Fe0, V2+, and
Fe1+ respectively). These results are in good agreement with the results of Wang et al.
by molecular orbital DFT calculations.[215] That is to say, the two-step charge-transfer
process, a relatively “simple” model, describes very well the charge distribution and
magnetic properties of a series of bimetallic molecular ferromagnets, in either infinitely
long wires or finite cluster forms.
6.5 Chapter summary
In conclusion, we carried out a theoretical investigation on 1D organometallic sandwich
molecular wires (MtCp)1 for first row transition metals. For the first time, we show
that for stable (MtCp)1 (Mt= Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, and Fe) one valence electron of Mt
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transfers to Cp to form an aromatic Cp  ring, which results in an alternating Mt+ and
Cp  ionic structure. Additionally, we describe the formation of local magnetic moment
and collective ferromagnetism of (MtCp)1 and compare it to the respective (MtBz)1.
We also explain the magnetic moment of each (MtCp)1 qualitatively. The long-range
ferromagnetism of (MtCp)1 mainly comes from the spin exchange coupling between
the valence electrons of Mt+ and the 2p electrons of Cp . It is totally different from that
of (MtBz)1, where magnetic moments mainly come from the open shell of d orbitals
of Mt and the long-range ferromagnetism is caused by the double exchange mechanism,
a kind of direct spin exchange coupling between Mts. Finally, we also evaluate seven
SMWs that show HM and found that FM is the magnetic ground state. Additionally, we
assessed that a Peierls transition does not occur in those 1D SMWs.
As for the bi-metallic multi-decker sandwich molecular wires, long-range ferromag-
netism as well as enhanced magnetic moments were investigated. Based on band-
structure theory and a molecular-orbital analysis, a two-step charge-transfer mechanism
with spin-flipping is proposed for the magnetic moment enhancement. Our results shed
lights on the physical mechanism of the magnetic moment enhancement and stable fer-
romagnetic states in 1D bimetallic sandwich molecular wires and their finite clusters.
From a practical point view, materials with large magnetic moments and a stable spin





In this thesis, I have investigated some materials for applications of spintronics. My
main focus is to find some suitable materials whose magnetic properties are suitable for
the practical applications of spintronics. In addition to the magnetic properties, I also
have studied the spin transfer properties of some 1D nano materials.
This thesis is separated into two parts. In the first part, some three-dimensional (3D)
materials were studied. I focus on diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) in this part
because DMSs are well known spintronics materials. In traditional DMSs, the origin
of magnetic properties is not clear. The magnetic properties can come from the cluster
of magnetic metals or the second-phase.[5,6] To avoid these magnetic metal clusters ef-
fects, I theoretically proposed a new class of DMSs which is doped by nonmagnetic 2p
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light elements, such as C and N, which is different from conventional magnetic 3d tran-
sitional metals doped DMSs. Since these light elements substitute the anion elements in
III-V/II-VI semiconductors (N or O), which is different from metal cation substitution,
we named them as anionogenic DMSs (ADMS). My results show that C-doped ZnO, C-
doped AlN and N-doped ZnO all have half-metallic properties, a stable spin-state, and
long-range ferromagnetic properties. With such properties, they hold the potential ap-
plications for spintronics. In conventional DMSs and DMOs, several exchange theories
are proposed to explain the long-range collective magnetic moments, for example, p d
coupling interaction, double-exchange, and superexchange. [10-12] These theories have
been used, with some degree of success, to explain the ferromagnetism in 3d or 4f TM-
doped DMSs. However, in anionogenic DMSs, the moments are induced by impurities
of 2p light elements and they have special magnetic properties such as long-range FM
coupling, low doping concentration, high hole concentration and only p electrons con-
tributing to the magnetism. Therefore, the magnetic mechanism in the novel ADMS is
different from that in traditional DMSs or DMOs. I proposed a new magnetic exchange
concept “hole-mediated p   p coupling interaction” for these ADMS. My results show
that the impurity moments as well as holes will be introduced when the N atoms are
substituted by C atoms or the O atoms are substituted by C or N. These anionic impu-
rities have the p like t2 characteristic in the ADMS, which is similar to the p state of
valence band maximum (VBM) of the host semiconductors. Therefore, a strong p   p
coupling interaction between the impurity state and the valence-band state is allowed
near the Fermi level. Moreover, the holes have the same spin orientations to the im-
purities and mediate the indirect long-range FM coupling. Moreover, some 3D MOFs
are briefly investigated. We give an universal explanation on the magnetic properties
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of Cu(II) SBU-based MOFs theoretically and experimentally. Copper vacancies are re-
sponsible for the formation of local magnetic moments. Intrinsic ferromagnetism in
the MOFs with aromatic chains is mediated by delocalized  electrons of the aromatic
organic linkers.
In the second part, I studied some one-dimensional (1D) materials for the application
for spintronics. My results indicate that the conductance in the atomic wires can be
ballistic and it is against structural defects, such as structural distortion, adsorption of
hydrogen impurities, etc. This information suggests that it is unnecessary to get a perfect
single carbon wire experimentally in order to obtain the perfect conductance in devices.
Some imperfect wires, such as atomic double wires or a single wire with six-membered
carbon ring, also exhibit the perfect conductance. Moreover, introduction of hydrogen
impurities in experiment will not affect the conductance of the system, but the oxygen
impurity can strongly reduce it under a low bias. Finally, the NDR effect is found in
double atomic carbon wires. With these unique properties, carbon wire-graphene junc-
tions hold the promise for molecular devices, quantum dot devices, and carbon-based
field-effect transistors. Moreover, we systematically studied the spin-dependent trans-
port in an all-carbon FETs based on a carbon chain with graphene leads. These devices
could generate perfect spin-polarized currents and serve as highly effective spin-filters.
The spin-polarized current can be switched on and off. The simultaneous occurrence of
spin-filter and spin-valve in carbon chain-graphene FETs hold the promise of all-carbon
composite devices for spintronics.
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In addition to the carbon wire-graphene junctions, we also investigated some 1D metal-
lic organic molecular nanowires. Some interesting magnetic properties such as half-
metallic properties and perfect spin filter effect are shown in the metallic organic sand-
wich molecular wires, which have the Metal-Ring structures (Metal=Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn,
and Fe; Ring=Benzene, cyclopentadienyl). Moreover, my results show the enhancement
of magnetic moments and stability of ferromagnetism in bimetallic sandwich molecular
wires and I provide a physical insight, namely a two-step charge-transfer mechanism,
into these novel magnetic phenomena. This clear understanding of magnetic mecha-
nism in Metal-Ring sandwich structures is not only theoretically important, but it may
also provide a practical way of designing materials with large magnetic moments and
stable magnetism. From a practical point view, materials with large magnetic moments
and a stable spin state are always desirable for a wide range of applications, especially
in spintronics. The results and mechanism pave the way for a new class of molecular
spintronics.
However, there are some limitations of my formalism that need to be addressed. Firstly,
plane-wave method is used in my research both 3D and 1D systems. It is well known
that plane-wave method cannot give accurate values of the charge/spin distribution on
each atom compared to the molecular orbital method. Therefore, in order to get the
accurate values of the charge distribution in molecules, calculations based on molecular
orbital method are needed. Secondly, I mainly focus on the structure, electronic and
magnetic properties of infinite molecular wires not finite molecular clusters.
My research only focuses on the theoretical predictions. More experiments are needed
to verify the theoretical results. For the 3D ADMSs, I mainly studied the anion substitu-
tion cases. The other possible defect cases such as interstitial defects and vacancy defects
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need to be considered in future. Furthermore the important criterion of carrier-mediated
p-p FM coupling are the carrier concentration and mobility. The effect of carrier concen-
tration and mobility on the p-p FM coupling model are the important future works. For
the 1D sandwich molecular wires, my research focuses on the transition metals and five-
carbon and six-carbon rings. The other metals, especially rare-earth metals, and other
organic rings need to be studied in future work. Moreover, since molecular clusters are
the main synthesis products in current chemical fields, structure and magnetic properties
of finite molecular clusters need to be discussed in future studies.
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